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A Condensed Guide to MANOTHERM activities
THOMMEN CAliBRATOR EM

Pia ton
Flowmeter.

Type EM 421
410 x 260 x 230 mm
approx. 8 kg

lndep. from mains

Separate power supply 24V D.C.

(SWITZERLAND)

West WE 01 process controller

Platon 'M' -valve.
Barksdale piston pressure switch
for pressures up to 315 bar.

r operated miniature
control valve
for automatic
control of
most media.

96mm square metal case .
PO+ PI control action.
Rueger thermometers.

Limit comparator & controlling
output option.
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MANOTHERM lTD.
Controls and Gauges for all industries
THE CONTROL CENTRES

4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBLIN 12
Phone: 522355, 522018, 522229. Telex:24467

Thermocouples &
resistance
thermometers

1Q KNO.CKB~ACKEN PARK, BELFAST BT6 OHL

Roto-Bindicator.

Phone 645966
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EWS
Ireland's Building
Services Magazine

published by

Irish Trade and Technical
Publications Ltd.
5/7 Main Street, Blackrock
Co. Dublin. .
Telephone: 885001

Fridge Business
on Ice
In this column last month we discussed the state of the
refrigeration industry in Ireland and said that at least one
well-known and long established company were about to
close their doors for the last time. This unfortunately came
to pass but not only did one refrigeration company close
but another four have also closed in quick succession
together with a company involved in the manufacture of
ventilation equipment. The resultant losses to certain
suppliers must certainly bring about a further tightening of
credit which was already very tight anyway. On the
brighter side the new public cold store in Dublin has
brought some good business in the direction of Sean
McCauley's new company and we wish him well in the
future.
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Shires
Ireland
Move to
Larger HQ
Having completed their
move to considerably larger
premises on the _.outh side
of the city, Chloride Shires
Ireland Ltd. have settled
into their new spacious
head-quarters at Broomhill
Road, Off Airton Road,
Tallaght~ Co. Dublin.
The
international
sanitary ware manufacturer
Chloride Shires now has
over 18,000 sq. ft. available, including impressive,
spacious warehouse, showrooms, car parking and
offices plus a trade counter.
Shires Ireland will shortly
be announcing the addition
to their product rang~ of a
new bathroom suite together with two new colours.
Further details will be available in due course.
Shires new telephone
number is (Dublin) 515877.

• Our photograph shows the
main part of an automated
plant for pressure-filling hollow building blocks with UF
foam to improve their thermal
efficiency. The plant has recently been installed at the Dublin
factory of Concrete Products
of Ireland Limited and it works
in conjunction with an adjacent
block making plant. The pressure-filling system was developed by RIP Chemicals Division
(Turner & Newall Limited),
manufacturers of 'Beetle' UF
foam resins, and is licensed for
manufacturing in the UK to
Block Plant Engineering Limited. The chemicals are automatically mixed in the preparation unit behind the operating
console and dispensed to the injection "gun" which individually pressure-fills the hollow
blocks. This system ensures a
complete fill and an effective
key between foam and block.
When used to construct a construct
a
conventional
brick/block cavity wall, these
blocks will provide an overall
'U' value of less than 0.6
W/m2deg. C.

IDHE Course
In a recent statement from the Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers it has been announced that the Irish branch
intend to begin an additional course in the College of Technology, Bolton Street, Dublin. The course is for full
membership of the Institute and is in two parts over two
years. The first part covers air conditioning and electrical
technology and having passed the examination at the end
of the year the student can then continue for the final year
which covers managment and administration. Having
passed the final year examination the student is then
eligible for full membership of the Institute. The course is
open to those who have passed the Associate Membership
Examination or who are otherwise qualified. The membership course is in additional to the existing Associate
Membership Course which will be continuing as usual,
covering Heat Transfer, Combustion, Equipment and
Systems Design. Enrolement for both courses starts on the
7th September in the College of Technology, Bolton
Street, Dublin 1. For details contact the College or the
Education Officer, Tom Dinnigan at 785155 ext 411 during
office hours.

~

Netaline
Appoint
New Irish
Distributors
and Agents

GOLF
RESULTS
The overall winner of the
Captains outing at Clontarf
was Brian Farrell with a
score of38 (6).
Class 1: Matt Ronan 36
(2); 2nd Aubrey Moriarty
34 (5) on the back 9 fro.m
Jimmy O'Neill.
Class 2: 1st Charlie
Goudie 36 (14); 2nd
Eamonn Cullen 35 (11).
Class 3: 1st Ray Byrne 33
(19); 2nd Victor Maddigan
32 (18) on the back nine
from Gerry Baker.
Visitors: Liam Hurley 37
(10) back 9; Seamus Bennet
37 (20) last -6; Jimmy McClean, Captain, Clontarf
G.C.
1st Nine: 1st Mike
Deveoy on last six from 2nd
Des Sullivan.
2nd Nine: 1st Garvin
Evans on last six from 2nd
Bernard Sweeney.
Sponsor for the day were
Lister Tubes.
2

Thermp_lant Name Change
Thermplant Ireland Ltd.
have changed the name of
the company to Thermoplant Engineering Ltd :., but
will still retail Thermplant
as their trade name. John
,Hoey, Managing Director
explains:
"This name

change was necessary to
avoid confusion with an
English company of the
same name. We still act as
agents for Thermpiant U.K.
Limited and sell their range
of hot water and steam
fluidised beds ."

Netaline Air Distribution
Products Ltd. have recently
announced the appointment
of new Irish distributors
and agents.
Eurenco Sales Ltd. hav._
been appointed sole distributors for the Netaline
range of grilles, diffusers
and louvres. A comprehensive stock will be maintained at their new premises at
118-119, The Coombe,
Dublin, where a trade
counter will be available to
facilitate immediate exstock purchasing . The
Netaline range caters for
the complete needs of the
H&V trade in its particular
line, combining keen value
with technical excellence
and high asthetic qualities .
Cool-Heat Ltd ., Lisburn,
are appointed agents for
Northern Ireland. Contact
Barry Shaw on Lisburn
76228.

IHVN, August /981
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NEW SERVICES COMPANIES
DELAP &
WALKER IN
COMMUNICATIONS
• Dr. Jack B. Chaddock, chairman of the Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials
Science at Duke University,
Durham, N.C., is the new
president of the American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and AirConditioning
Engineers
(ASHRAE). He is shown in his
laboratory in front of an instrumentation panel for a heat-transfer
loop used in the study of the
"Influence of Oil on Boiling Refrigerants". The study is a research
project sponsored by ASHRAE
which.is obtaining basic heat transfer and pressure loss data on refrigerant evaporator coils.

BOOK REVIEW
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning by A. R. Trott.
The author clearly intended
this book for those who
have a working knowledge
of refrigeration and air
conditioning. It is not intended as a text for beginners though one might be
lead to believe this when
reading the first chapter
which covers units of
measurement and basic
physics.
He relies heavily on other
authors for his information
and introduces nothing
new.
The book has over 300
pages covering basic physics, refrigeration cycle,
compressors, condensors,
and
water
towers,
evaporators, expansion valves, controls, construction
and site erection. Load
estimation, cold storage,
applications of refrigeration maintenance, service,
fault finding and commissioning.
I would recommended
this book to people active in
the trade and also to those
engaged in the teaching of
refrigeration as a good reference text.
It is however, worth
reading. The publisher is
McGraw Hill, Book Co.

The first independent
consulting firm offering a
specialised service in communication engineering in
Ireland is being up with
IDA assistance. The new
company, Delap & Waller
Communications, will be
based in Dublin and 18 new
jobs will be provided by
1984.
Delap & Waller Communications has been set up by
Delap & Waller Consulting
Engineers,
an
Irish
company established in
1917 and Norconsult Telecommunications A S, a
Norwegian firm employing
450 skilled telecommunication engineers. The new
company will offer the full
range of services for telecommunication consultancy including:
- Preliminary studies;
-Planning & Design;
-Site supervision;
-Factory Inspections etc;

ment, procurement and cost
control.
Pegasus Engineering Ltd.
was formed in 1980 by Dr.
John Healy and Mr. P.
North. Both are graduates
in engineering with extensive experience in process
and chemical engineering
projects worldwide. The
new company will concentrate its services on markets
in Northern Ireland, Scotland, Holland, the US and

Saudi Arabia.
The IDA has agreed to
provide grants totalling
£58,000 towards the cost of
the new company's training
programme. The company
has devised a training programme which involves a
balance between on-the-job
training and suitable exposure on short specialised
courses abroad aimed at
improving design skills of
new recruits.

.New Wavin Ultra
Modern Plant
Wavin Pipes Ltd., Balbriggan, Ireland's largest manufacturers of pipes and fittings, has placed a contract
with Building & Engineering of Dundalk for a purpose designed and computerized materials handling
plant. This contract commences the £3m. second
phase of Wavin's £8.5m
five-year development pro-

gramme of which Wavin
has already invested £2.5m
in building a new injection
moulding factory and expanding its stock holding
facilities. This first phase,
now nearing completion,
also included considerable
investments in the most
modern technology in
extrusion processing.

PEGASUS
ENGINEERING
SERVICES
COMPANY

Pegasus Engineering Ltd.
of Cobh, Co. Cork has concluded negotiations with the
IDA to establish a new
company to deal with
export work which is expected to provide 22 new jobs
by 1986.
The company will provide a full engineering
design and project management service for all process
rel~ted
industries. The
company will concentrate
on the chemical, oil,
pharmaceutical and food
sectors. Services will include feasibility studies,
economic analysis, hazard
and operability studies, environmental impact studies,
equipment and plant speci. fication, plant layout, pip(UK).
Reviewed by Tom Diggi- ing and instrumentation
design, project managegan.

• Mr. Ian Livingston, managing director, Building & Engineering,
Dundalk, right, and Mr. Pat Walsh, manufacturing and technical
director, Wavin Pipes Ltd., signing the contract for the building of a new
purpose designed raw materials complex at Balbriggan.
•:·
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THE SPECIALISTS IN
Ductwork, Canopies
and Spiral Tubes

:; (j,.,- 9/ow

f!.imiteJ

Sheet Metal Works

CROSSBEG INDUSTRIAL EST., BALLYMOUNT ROAD UPPER, DUBLIN 12. TEL: 265984 (3 LINES)

.
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Delegates at the recent
conference on Natural Gas
held in the Burlington Hotel
in Dublin came out of the
conference with a touch of
'Gas Fever' as it was suggested that as the conversion to natural gas begins in
early 1983, up to 250,000
cookers and heaters will
have to be converted and as
many as 50,000 of these are
over 30 years old, these will
have to be exchanged for
new appliances.
Gilbert Little, Distribution Manager of Dublin Gas,
said the installed 'cost of
putting a pipeline around
Dublin will be £40m, while
I ,500 miles of cast iron
pipes will be replaced by
plastic pipeline.
Jim Owens, Industrial
and Commercial Manager,
Dublin Gas , said the move
would create a market for
£30m worth of cookers,
£15m worth of gas fires and
£15m of central heating
boilers in the next 10 years.
Michael Boyle, Assistant
Chief Executive of Bord

GAS FEVER
Gais, said construction of
the 150-mile gas pipeline to
Dublin would begin this
year and is expected to be
finished by November,
1982.
This will involve 12 to 13
above-ground installations
and a city gate station to
monitor gas flow.
While Bord Gais has successfully involved Irish
companies in the past, no
Irish engineering firm is
capable of producing the
high pressure-resistant steel
pipes in large quantities.
Asked if the time scale of
\12 -a-mile a day was not a
little optimistic compared
to the British experience of
Y4 to Y3 of a mile per day,
Mr. Boyle said that, in laying the pipeline to Cork
City, Bord Gais had achieved progress of 314 of a mile

per day when things were
going well.
Asked if the turnkey
contract for the pipeline
minimised the opportunities
for Irish suppliers, Mr.
Boyle said that there would
be other possible projects
such as extensions to Northern Ireland, Limerick and
Waterford.
Bord Gais is anxiously
awaiting final approval for
the pipeline from the new
Minister for Energy. It at
present has six bids for the
turnkey construction project for the pipeline . A committee was established recently to assess the bids and
it hopes to make its recommendations early in
August.
Basic design is 8007o complete, Mr . Boyle said, and
Bord Gais is waiting the

Government's final decision following its economic
valuation of the project and
the viability of providing
natural gas to the Dublin
Gas company.
If Government approval
is forthcoming shortly,
Bord Gais is confident that
it can meet the target of
bringing the pipe on-stream
by 1983.
The general route or the
pipe-line has been determined and provision has been
made for some five spurs to
be included, allowing distribution of gas to other
centres of population en
route. The pipeline will be
able to carry up to 60
million cubic feet of gas a
day - ten times more than
the current average ann·
daily gas useage by
Dublin Gas company. This
includes provision for the
pipeline to be extended to
Northern Ireland, and Bord
Gais has already had tentative discussions on this
proposal with its counterpart in the North.

Two t:Jrj fired 12,000 lbslhr steam boilers
installed in St. Lukes Hospital Cion mel.

Thermwise M . T. H. W. boiler installed in
the P&T Exchange, Santry.

Boilers Manufactured from 500 to 10,000 lbs per hour
Stockists & Suppliers of boilers up to 65,000 lbs per hour
suitable for burning Oil, Gas, Turf, Coal and other
Agents for Danks of Netherton

1~1

Frankfort, Dundrum Road, Dublin 14
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Unusual Fuels.

L.P.G. boiler installed in metal spinner
Newtownmountkennedy .

Tel.: 989921, Telex 30870
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Mr. Harry Quigley of the
Heavy Industries Division
of the Industrial Development Authority confirmed
that discussions between the
IDA and the Natural Gas
Programme Co-Ordinator
had been widened. Initially
the IDA had intended concentrating natural gas using
industries in Cork, but with
the possibility of gas takeoff at other points it was
now considering the estalblishment of industrial sites
in other areas.

-

NEW
HEAT PUMP
ASSOCI,ATION
At the first full meeting of
the Heat Pump Association
to agree on the constitutions of the Association,
held at the Building Centre,
London, it was decided that
the Association should represent the complete range
of manufacturers and installers - industrial, commercial and domestic.
A panel representing all
these areas is being set up to
which enquiries from the
trade and public can be referred on technical points
of information. The panel
will also make direct representations to government.
Priority is being given to
the setting up of training
schemes for installers. A
study is being done on
arranging courses in association with technical colleges.

• Is this the Ireland of the future? - No .
its 18th century wind mills south of
Rotterdam in Holland where there are 19
mills which were built around 1740 and it
is a condition of ownership that they be
kept in working order.to pump our water
from the Nederwaard and Overwaard
polders in an emergency. Normally the
water level is kept down by power-driven
equipment which includes Europe's larg- ,
est water screw pump.

EUROSERIES & EUROFOIL FANS

Instant control in a

·

nutshell

Euroseries and Eurofoil-a new generation of superbly engineered External Rotor
Motor Axial Fans that hopelessly outdates
and outperforms traditional fans.
With Euroseries plate mounted and
Eurofoil cased axial fans you are in controlbecause of the high degree of precision,
both single and 3 phase are suitable for
stepped or fully variable speed control ,
allowingyoutovaryairflowtosuitconditions.
And they are compact having a sleek
profile, just look at our cased axial , no long or
short case versions here, just onesuper slim fan .
Now look at our other benefits:
• Electronically balanced for vibration free running.
• Silent, effortless performance against resistance.
• Vastly improved cooling characteristics.
• Corrosion resistant and maintenance free.
• Ready wired and assembled.
•Individually packed ready for installation.
And that's it in a Nutshell.

This is what took us to the top...

Irish Agents
IRELAND

DAN CHAMBERS Ltd.,
57/58 North Brunswick Street, Dublin l

Tel' n0971, 720448,720555.
BELFAST

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY Co.,
BELFAST 54429

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1981

The Z.A.external motor-the heart of all Roof Units
products brilliantly designed and precision eng ineered specifically for fan applications.
An aluminium impeller factory
matched and balanced with the
perb external-rotor motor to give
silent, efficient, vibration-free
running. Fully speed
controllable and totally
maintenance free,backed by
the largest nationwide
distributor network -that"s
what took us to the top.
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its shares to Walker & Sons, the
Blackburn based company who have
also a steel plant and stockyard practically next door to Simms at Lisburn.

New
Government
Grant Scheme
for Industry
The Department of Commerce . together with the Department of Industry have announced a new grant
scheme whereby industry will receive
a grant of up to 250Jo of the total cost
including buildings, plant etc. involved in converting their boiler plant
from oil firing to coal firing. The
scheme also includes the provision of
new boilers if required.
The scheme is relatively simple.
The minimum value has to be in excess of £25,000 and must not exceed
£4m. The grant will be in addition to
any local grand schemes and available
and in such cases the client will receive up to 25% of the amount remaining when other grants are taken
into account. This will mean that
most industry will receive up to 47%
of the cost.
It is particular to this scheme, that
in addition to the grant for the coal
firing equipment whether it be an
automatic stoker or coal fired boiler
the grant also covers if necessary coal
handling equipment, ash disposal
plant, construction of coal bunkers
etc.
Full details and application forms
are available from the Energy Division, Department of Commerce,
Chichester House, Chichester Street,
Belfast.
Mr. Arthur Goulborn was the main
speaker at a seminar organised by
Rockwool Ltd. at the Culloden Hotel
near Belfast.
In his talk to factory consulting
and heating engineers, Mr. Goulborn
told how Rockwool was made from
diabase rock. Mineral fibres are
coated with oil and a binder added to
produce an easily handled material.
Taking part in the seminar also
were Strangford Insulation Products
Ltd., sole distributors in Northern
Ireland. Details were given of Strang8
IHVN, August 1981
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fords cutting and laminating service
and also of their rigid pipe section
manufacturing facilities. In attendance in addition to Mr. Goulborn
were J. B. Barrowman, Marketing
Division of Rockwool and Mr. F.
Thompson (Sales Manager), Mrs.
Jennifer Bell (Marketing) and W.
Selfridge of Strangford Insulation
Services Ltd.
The Northern Bank Development
Corporation which had a substantial
holding in the Lisburn-based Simms
Steel has announced that it has sold

The future of the Euroweld plant at
Sydenham Belfast remains in doubt.
The company which produces industrial gas storage tanks for the LPG
market closed down some months
ago and there has been various rumours of take overs, co-operative ventures and also that a team of the
workers had come together to continue production.
It would appear that one of the
many alternatives will come to fruition and that once again gas tanks will
be seen coming out of the plant.
As it was about to go under the
auctioneers hammer a reprieve has
been granted to Everton Engineerin
Ltd., the Newtownabbey company.
Following an unfortunate venture
with the oil off-shore market the

• Mr. J. McDonald of Short Bros.; Mr. R. G. Nelson of R. G. Nelson (Pipe Coverers) Ltd.; Mr.
J. Cairns of Tenneco Walker Ltd. and Mr. W. Selfridge, Factory Manager of Strangford Ltd.
were also at the Strangford/Rockwool trade seminar.

10
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American owned company closed.
It has been announced that the
plant is being taken over by the Belfast-based company, F. G. Wilson
Ltd.
A long established company, F. G.
Wilson have specililised in the supply
of generators and electrically related
products.
Elected President of the Chartered
Institute of Building Services for 1981
-1982 is Professor Roger Burgess.
Professor Burgess has worked in
both the public and private sector and
now holds the Chair of Construction
at Salford University.
Building Design Partnership Consulting Engineers have opened a new
office at Greenwade Street Ballymena.
This office will be in addition to
their Belfast office and will be under
the managership of Mr. Joe Kerr.
C. Monaghan & Co. have moved to
new offices at 25 University Street
Belfast. The new premises will
provide increased facilities for their
mechanical and electrical consulting
practice.
Modern Tool Co. Ltd. of Lambeg
have recently become agents and
distributors for the 3 M range of
messor film, widely used for heat
conservation and security purposes.
McCaig Collem Ltd. 6-8 Greenwood
Ave., Belfast, have been appointed
agent and distributor for the Heatrae
Sadia Industrial range of water, oil
and air heaters, including the popular
range of water storage heaters.

e Also at the IDHE golf outing were from left to right: Mr. Victor McMillan, Mr. W. Wallace,
Mr. Jim Kelso, Mr. Brian McAdam, and Mr. Jan Morrison.

In a recent Parliamentary Statement,
Mr. Adam Butler announced that the
Government were keeping an open
mind on the possibility of providing
natural gas from Kinsale to the
Northern Ireland gas industry.
A preliminary examination has led
the Government to conclude that
further studies of greater depth and
on the basis of much firmer information should be undertaken to determine whether and on what terms the
project will be capable of achieving
and maintaining financial viability.
To enable this study to take place
the existing gas undertakings will not
be required to proceed with their
agreed rundown arrangements for a
period of six months.

Mr. Eric McBride chaired the last
meeting of the present session of the
Northern Ireland Energy Managers
Group.
Some weeks previously the members were invited to submit questions
on any subject relevant to either the
use of energy or its conservation. As a
result some forty questions were received.
The questions covered such
subjects as the economics of the various grades of fuel oil application of
heat pumps, the use of optimisers,
coal or oil for steam raising, the economies of pre-heating fired water etc.
One or two specialists were invited
to join the meeting to discuss the

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1981

questions but in the main the discussion which the same fifty people provided also provided the answer to
many of the problems.
A large number of factory engineers
were guests of Belzona Molecular at a
demonstration of their products at
the Stormount Hotel, Belfast.
We are informed that the Heat &
Power Equipment Exhibition sponsored by the Institute of Energy (NI)
to be held at the Alexander Hall,
Balmoral Show Grounds beginning
the 28th September 1981 is sold out
and all stand space has been allocated.
/HVN, August 1981
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Whatever Your Liquid Storage Requirement
FINHIAT Bus the Answer With
BRAITHWAITE Steel Sectional Tonks
Sectional Tanks
e

Ability to store almost
any liquid

e

Adaptable to special
requirements

e

Reliable & Strong

If you have a liquid storage
requirement call Finheat
for a speedy answer

Easily transported

e

Unlimited range of
capabilities

e

New protective
finishes

Economical, easy to erect,
dependable, versatile and
strong the Braithwaite
I
Sectional Tank has all these !
features and many more .

Exhibiting at HYAC Show, Burlington Hotel, September 1st, 2nd.

FINHEAT l.lf'IITED
17 Usher's Island, Dublin 8. Tel: n8109/n8120/728431 Telex: 30751

PIPE AND BOLT
THREADING MACHINES

"

COMPARE THESE PRICES
BSPT
MCC40
Y2"- 1~"
BSPT
Y2" 2"
MCC50
MCC 60S Y2"-2"
BSPT BSPT
MCC80
Y2 -3"
MCC 90S Y2, -3"
BSPT
MCC 100" Y2 , -4BSPT

'~v"-''~

£760
£925
£1250
£1135
£1480
£2200

For further details phone sole importer
on (092) 28285

P & F PIPETOOLS (Ireland) Ltd
High Street

Tuam
Co Galway
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol20/iss8/1
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Just before we closed this issue of H&V News we spoke to Patrick Liddy of Travelling Exhibitions Ltd.
who is running the H&V Review exhibition in the Burlington Hotel, Dublin, on the 1st and 2nd of September next and he was delighted to tell us that the show was a sell out with the full 50 sites taken up. As this
was their first visit with the travelling exhibition to Ireland they were very happy with the response
especially from local firms who came directly into the show and not through UK principles.
As the show is designed to be a travelling one the stands are set up quickly with most of the exhibitors
coming over from the UK on the Sunday night previous to the show and then setting up on the Monday,
leaving everything in readiness for the opening. As the show promises to be of great interest attendances
are expected to be high so H&V News wishes the show every success and hopes to meet many old friends
and indeed some new ones.
We present here a preview of
some of the exhibits which will be
shown at the H&V Review exhibition.

cial air heaters LPG, and Agaheat
Appliances, Rayburn 80 range of
room heaters. Part of the Chaffoteaux range on show will be the
Crovec45.
Two models of the Corvec 45 are
available. The balanced flue model is

supplied with an outlet which terminates on a outside wall. Where there is
not suitable outside wall, an open flue
model is available which can be
connected to an existing flue within
the building.
For Agaheat Appliances the Ray-

Eurenco
Eurenco Sales Ltd. of 106, The
Coombe, Dublin, 8, will be exhibiting
their full range of products at stands
25 and 26. This includes the comprehensive heating and ventilating products of J. J. Ventilation Ltd.,
Combat free-standing industrial air
1eaters with outputs varying from
200,000 btuts to 1,000,000 btu's and
the complete range of Netaline/
Grada grilles, registers, louvres and
diffusers, along with Netaline flexible
ducting. H.C.P . perimeter heating
and fan convectors will be prominent
on their stand and, of course, the
highly successful Eurenco G.R.P .
water storage tank will also be featured. Vincent Douglas and Rod O'Shea
will be in attendance for the two
days .

Taney
Taney Distributors Ltd . will have on
show Chaffoteaux domestic and industrial central heating boilers TG
and LPG. Benraad blanced flue wall
heaters LPG, industrial and commer-

• The Rayburn 80 from Taney Distributors.
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burn 80 will be on show. Whilst being
completely new, the Rayburn 80 is
easy to install using straightforward
traditional methods. A wide variety of
solid fuels can be burnt for up to 10
hours without attention. There are 5
five models in the range to cover all
needs - room heating , central heating and hot water. The 80/NB is a
non-boiler version.
The 80/10 is for room heating and
domestic hot water, as are all the
following : The 80/23 will also heat
five radiators, the 80/30 will also heat
eight radiators and the 80/39 will also
heat 10 radiators. The Rayburn 80 has
several special features built-in. The
positive riddling arrangements made
from the outside ensure that ash is
cleared from the firebed without dust
coming into the room. The interlocking firedoor and ashdoor is designed
to prevent overfiring and is a unique
feature exclusive to the Rayburn 80.
The high level control for the thermostat is simply operated. The flues
need cleaning only once a month.
Thus the Rayburn 80 can be burning
contiuously . As an optional extra , all
models are available with an attractive teak finish surround and ash tidy .
There is a range of colours to choose
from, all in wipe-clean vitreous
enamel.

P&F
Pipe tools
P. & F. Pipetools (Ireland) Co. specialise in the sale, hire and service of
pipe threading machines and tools. P.
& F. are the sole importers of the
MCC range of pipe and bolt threading
machines ( Y<l" to 4"), EGA KUT pipe
threading equipment and Lyndon
taps and dies.
To celebrate their first anniversary,
P. & F. have announced a new
agency agreement which they have
signed with T-Drill of Switzerland.
With this agency comes a completely
new method for making branches in
copper tubing without the use of tee
fittings. The unique features of this
system are: * Eliminates the fittings. *
Eliminates two joints per branch. *
Cuts brazing and tube preparation. *
Cuts labour time by 7! * Extremely
versatile.
Since its recent introduction, there
has been remarkable interst in this
new technology and interest is
expected to be high at the exhibition.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol20/iss8/1
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Ambi-Rad
Ambi-Rad is an energy saving heating
system for industrial and commercial
buildings. It heats by radiation in
exactly the same way as the sun. The
infra red rays are directed downwards
by the Ambi-Rad on the people working in the building and they feel an
immediate sensation of warmth. At
the same time the floor and surroundings absorb radiation and become
secondary emitters producing an all
round radiant warmth. The desired
comfort level is achieved with an air
temperature several degrees lower
than would be necessary with an air
heater system, and substantial savings in the cost of heating the building are, therefore, possible . The
Ambi-Rad heater incorporates a pair
of radiant tubes above which is
supported a polished stainless steel
reflector . An automatic gas burner
fires into one tube and the hot gases
are drawn through the twin tube
arrangement by a small vacuum fan
mounted on the second tube . The
burner incorporates full flame monitoring and safety interlocks to British
Gas Corporation requirements. The
vacuum fan incorporates a totally
enclosed fan cooled motor and is
constantly monitored by a self checking vacuum proving circuit. The
Ambi-Rad heater may be suspended

from the ceiling by chains or drop
rods or may be inclined and mounted
on the walls. Adjustable wall mounting brackets can be supplied on request.
The product has been developed to
offer optimum efficiency with reliability and ease of installation and
maintenance. All safety controls arE
tested and approved by British Gas
Corporation. Clients may be assured
that a personal service will be provided from preliminary project investigation to completion and full aftersales service. Full details will be available at the exhibition .

H R Holfeld
H. R. Holfeld (Hydraulics) Ltd ., Ireland's leading pump and allied pump
ing equipment manufacturer and
supplier presently employs 60 staff at
their new Sandyford premises. The
company originally established in
1949 by the late Harry R Holfeld,
formed it's present reputation on
simplified quality orientated pump
supply to the agricultural community
which included undisputably the
most successful single pump of
which over 50,000 units have been
supplied to date throughout Ireland
and through to this day, the company
continues to manufacture Waterpak
and more recently the newer and

• The Ambi Rad system installed in a factory.
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Visitor Registration
To speed entry into the
Exhibition, please complete
this coupon and bring it with
you. Present it to one of our
receptionists in the
registration area when you
arrive and you will be issued
with a free buffet ticket and a

~a::~ ~~;~7~

Industrial &
Commercial Heating,

~~and~a~~~~it~n~~~~itioning
Burlington, Upper Leeson
Street. September 1st
(1 0.30 am-8.00 pm) and
September 2nd (1 0.30 am6.00 pm).

I

PLEASE USECAPITALS
BLOCK OR TYPE
Initials and Name ...................................... .
Job Title · · · · · .......................................... .
Company .............................................. .
Address · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... ........... .... .............. ... ...... .
.........................................................
Nature of Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·························································
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WithCorvec
you're getting
warmer

Whether you need simply hot water for
little things like washing up or perhaps
whole house heating with a constant supply
of water for baths and showers there's no
better, more efficient or more economic way
than with a Corvec appliance.
All the safety, speed and cost savings
of Natural Gas combined with a really
reliable product from one of Europe's major
manufacturers of water heaters and boilers.

Chaffoteau:x Sole Agent:
Taney Distributors Ltd.
Unit4
Riverside Industrial Estate
Bluebell Avenue
Dublin12
Tel: Dublin 508120

Cbaffoteaux
etMa.wy

l'J

The world's choice in over 5 million homes.
14

H & V Review Dublin Exhibition
highly successful Holpak
pressure booster systems
which are incorporated in
larger developments including group water schemes,
hospitals, hotels, high rise
buildings and major industria l developments. Since
1978, the company has
gradually built up a confidence inspiring reputation on
the international market
and presently exports to 14
different countries throughout the Mid and Far East.
Unquestionably, the continuing expansion of the
company is built on the
Grundfos range of pumps
and the portfolio of agencies which includes major
European pump manufacturers, including Loewe,
Emu, Calpeda, Lewa and
Sulzer. The Grundfos range
of Deepwell Ejector, Submersible and Shallow Well
Pumps are exclusively
manufactured and distributed throughout the 26 counties. The highly respected
name of Grundfos joined to
the pumping experience of
Holfeld has resulted in a
major quality contribution
towards the procurement of
pumps
throughout
the
country. On a recent visit to
Dublin by senior Grundfos
personnel, a dramatic new
marketing and sales strategy was discussed which
will ensure that their range
of pumps remain market
leader and exciting plans
are being formulated to expand the new heating pump
and close-coupled centrifugal range.
The Holfeld stand at the
H&V Review Exhibition will
portray this new image
where products including
the entire Grundfos range
of pumps will be complemented with the Loewe and
Calpeda range. The centre
of attraction will be focussed on the Holpak pressure
booster system and the recently introduced Holfeld
oil transfer set. The personnel who will be on the stand
will include Patrick J.
Weymes,
Acting
Sales
Manager, Patrick J. O'Connor, Senior Technical Representative, Frank Nugent
and Valerie O'Grady from
our sales office. Complete
documentation and technical details are available on

request from this stand and
personal callers are welcome to discuss any queries
which they feel warrant t he
attention of the experienced Holfeld personnel.
The company, it's products and image have been
adapting towards consta nt
market change, specifica lly
in the company' s strategy
towards client relations. Recently introduced specialia lised service courses for
maintenance and site eng ineers are run once per
month . It is also projected
to hold technical seminars
for interested consulting
engineers who constantly
specify Holfeld equ ipment.
Information
relating
to
these courses are available
on request from the servic
or sales department at (0
952001.
The company's Sandyford operation is part of the
H l R. Holfeld companies
with it's head office in Stillorgan, which are seeking
continued market expansion on both the home and
export market.

Fin heat
Finheat and Braithwaite will
have on show sectional
plates as used in the construction of the Braithwaite
tank and personnel from
both Finheat and Braitr
waite will be in attendance
at the show. Finheat Ltd.
have recently purchased a
new premises at 17 Ushers
Island, Dublin 8 in an ideal
location for transportation
and accessability in order to
further expand their market
in the H&V field. The telephone numbers for the new
premises
are
778109/
778120/728843.
Telex:
30751.
IHVN hope to publish a
company profile on Finheat
in the next issue.
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BRAITH\\AITE

Sectional Tanks
e

Ability to store almost any
liquid

e

Adaptable to special
requirements

e

Reliable & Strong
Easily transported

• Unlimited range of
capabilities

e

New protective finishes
Economical, easy to erect,
dependable, versatile and
strong the Braithwaite
Sectional Tank has all these
features and many more.

Exhibiting at HYAC Show, Burlington Hotel, September 1st, 2nd.

If you have a liquid storage
requirement call Finheat
for a speedy answer

FINHEAT I.II'IITED
17 Usher's Island, Dublin 8. Tel: n8109/n8120/728431 Telex: 30751

The Complete Heating and
Ventilation Service from

EURENCO ~~Es

Featuring:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

HI:.
(

~

Perimeter Heating Systems

Biklim
Steel

~~~~:;ed
Powered and Natural Ventilation

Sectional Liquid Storage Tanks
EURENCO G.R.P.
Radiant Heating Panels and Strip

+ Cembal

Grilles, Diffusers and Flexible Ducting
Air Heaters

and Louvres
Full insulation service available for aH construction requirements.

EURENCO SALES LTD

106 The Coombe, Dublin 8.
Tel: 755557 Telex:- 24247
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In last month's article we
looked at the desirability of
controlling the space temperatures and the domestic
hot water temperature of an
oil or gas domestic central
heating installation in order
to give our customers, the
householders, comfort with
convenience as cheaply as
possible.
We summarised the minimum requirement as:(A) Space temperature to
be measured as accurately
as possible, and automatically maintained at the lowest temperature compatible
with the user's Comfort
Band.
(B) Domestic hot water
storage temperature should
be measured and controlled
to maintain it at about
140°F (60°C) average.
(C) When space and hot
water temperatures are
satisfied, at the same time,
the boiler should not be
allowed to cycle 'ON' and
'OFF' for no apparent reason.
(D) The controls should
shut the boiler 'OFF' when
there is no demand for heat
output, and switch it 'ON'
when heat output from the
appliance is required.
These minimum requirements need to be considered in relation to the two
currently popular arrangements of central heating
installations namely, Gravity Domestic Systems and
Fully Pumped Systems,
especially since the minimum control for a Gravity
Domestic Installation will
not be sufficient to give the
same level of control on a
Fully Pumped Installation.
Consequently
we
will
examine each technique
separately.
The Minimum Control
Package
Gravity Domestic
Installation
The minimum control package to meet the parameters
listed for this type of instal-

Control It Practical Techniques
by Terry McQueen
FIG. 1 Minimum Gravity Domestic
Control Package (Typically Honeywell)
(Sundial Plan 'C')
l>OMa~"Tic.

HOTWA.TVt..

ZoHeV...,e

~o<.Ticoli·W.

'ZoHa '1/r:u.Y•

.

3w

L-----4--0

FIG. 2 Suggested Cabling Plan (for Sundial C Pack)
lation can be seen from Fig.
1. to consist of:i) An accurate room
thermostat, located in a
suitable position that will,
as accurately as possible,
measure and control the
space temperature.
This unit will, by switching the pump 'on' and 'off'
when required, meet the
parameter A listed.
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(ii) Either a strap on or an
immersion type · cylinder
thermostat, suitably located
on or in the hot water
cylinder, will measure the
hot water temperature, required in parameter B, and further.
Since in a Gravity Domestic Installation, the cylinder will get hot whenever the
boiler is fired; then a zone

valve is essential to prevent
this happening at all times,
by closing or opening, allowing water flow on the
primary hot water flow Cl'>
shown.
This will allow the cylind·
er to heat up only when the
cylinder thermostat indicates a demand for heat h
been made by the cylinder.
The cylinder thermostat
should be wired to 'open'
and 'close' this zone valve is
in accordance with the
D.H. water demands for
heat from the boiler (Parameter B needed).
Ideally, the zone valve
should allow water to flow
with as little resistance
through the valve as possible, and preferably the
valve should have a built in
end switch, linked mechanically to the valve motor system, to recognise when the
valve is.open or shut.
This independently wired
end switch can then be wired to switch 'on' the boiler
whenever the valve is opet
ed by the cylinder therm
stat.
The sensible use of a
Junction Box, and the inclusion of a Clock or Programmer to enable the
customer to automatically
programme the times when
the installation should be
run, will complete the minimum , Gravity Domestic
Control Package, to meet
our summarised parameters
A to D.
Fig. 2 indicates a suggested cabling arrangement
showing the typical cables
this control package requires, and Fig. 3 gives a
recommended termination
drawing for such a control
· package, utilising a simple
10 way junction box for
simplicity of wiring.
Observation of Fig. 4, the
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Schematic operation of this
electrical control package,
will show how boiler cycling
is eliminated, and correct
boiler 'ON' and 'OFF' operation is achieved.
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Terminations

FIG. 4 Gravity Domestic Control Package Operational
Schematic
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Plan Pipework Layout

Gravity Domestic Control
Package
Operational Schematic
(Fig. 4)
When programmer is 'OFF'
for both heating and hot
water, the pump and boiler
are without power and cannot run or fire respectively,
similarly the spring return
valve is closed.
If programmer is 'ON' for
heating, power is supplied
via the programmer heating
switch to the room thermostat, and when the room
thermostat calls for heat
and the switch closes, then
power is supplied to the
pump and water is sent
to the radiators only. (The
D.H.W. valve is still closed
at this time).
Power from the room
thermostat is also supplied
via the D.H.W. valve end
switch in the normal position (CLOSED) to the boiler, and so the boiler fires.
If the room thermostat
switch or the programmer
heating switch opens, the
power will be removed from
both the pump and the
boiler.
If the programmer switch
for domestic hot water is
'ON', power will be supplied to the cylinder thermostat, and if the cylinder is
cold (call for heat) power
from the cylinder thermostat will be supplied to the
valve motor, and the valve
will open electrically. When
the valve is fully open
(approx. 14 seconds) the
end switch will operate and
connect power to the
boiler. The boiler will fire
and hot water will gravitate
to the cylinder.
Should the room thermostat again call for heat, with
the programmer heating
switch 'ON' at this time, the
pump will run and· supply
water from the already fired
and hot boiler to the radiators.
When both cylinder and
space
temperature
are
satisfied, both controls will
remove power from the
pump, the valve and the
boiler, until another demand for heat is made.

The Minimum
Control Package (2)
Fully Pumped
Installations (2 Zone
Valves)
The control package used
for the Gravity Domestic
Installation will not be adequate for the Fully Pumped
case, due to the differences
in pipework etc., seen
when comparing Fig. 5 (fully pumped pipwork) with
that of Fig. 1 (gravity).
Whilst the Room Thermostat, Cylinder Thermostat, Junction Box and Programmer are all equally essential to both techniques,
a Single Zone Valve on the
hot water will be unable to
prevent water reaching the
whenever the
ratiators
pump was switched on by
the cylinder circuit.
The pump in this application, is common to both the
D.H. water pipework and
the radiator supply pipes.
However, by the addition
of only one more Zone
Valve to the heating
pipework we can produce a
minimum control package
to meet our parameters for
controlling
this
fully
pumped installation.
Within design limitations,
we can also offset some of
the cost of this additional
valve by changing from the
28mm valve on the D.H.W.
to a 22mm valve at a small
cost advantage.
The cabling arrangement
suggested in Fig. 6 indicates that with judicious
design, it may be possible
to include the 2nd valve to
Fig. 2 with hardly any
changes to the cabling
plan.
Similarly, Fig . 7 shows
that only minor alterations
are needed at the junction
box terminals to ensure the
package is terminated correctly to give independent
D.H.W. and heating control
of both pump and boiler,
and to meed our minimum
control plan parameters.
Fully Pumped Installation
Control Package
Schematic Operation (Fig.

8)
When the programmer is
'OFF' for both heating and
hot water, both Zone
Valves are spring return
closed, and no power is
available at either the pump
IHVN, August 1981
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FIG. 8 Sundial 'S' Plan (Operational Schematic)
or the boiler, since the valve
end switches are open
circuit with the valves
closed .
When the programmer is
'ON' for the heating and the
room thermostat is MADE
(calling for heat) the central
heating zone valve will
open. When the valve is
fully open , the end switch
in the valve will close, and
power both the pump and
the boiler to fire.
Water will flow only to
the raditors since the
D.H.W. valve will still be
closed. If the room thermostat
becomes
satisfied
(OFF) or the programmer
heating switch turned 'OFF

the valve will spring return
shut, the end switch will
open, and remove power
from the pump and boiler .
This sequence will be
repeated for the D. H. water
side of the installation if the
cylinder thermostat calls for
heat (with D.H.W. Programme 'ON') and is later
satisfied, but in this case
the D.H.W. valve will be
the unit energised, and its
end switch will power the
pump and burner .
Consequently,
should
both heating and hot water
call simultaneously, both
heating and hot water will
be heated simultaneously,
and again the pump and

~608 104 7

Honeywell L6• 1 A 1005

.Cyltnder Thermostat
V~lllve

H

oneywell V4043H1056

22 mm
22 mm

D.H.W Zone Valve

~oney:we ll V4 043H1056

Clock/Progrillmmer

Howfi..,W~LJ.. ~T\.~9C.IOOO

As ReQuiJed

Bo•ler
Pump

FIG. 7 Honeywell Sundial ' S' Plan Wiring
Terminations
boiler will only be powered
by a real demand for heat
from either the room
thermostat, cylinder thermostat or both.
When there is no demand
for heat from either the
heating or the D.H. water,
the pump and boiler will be
de-energised , and boiler
cycling will be eliminated.
Conclusion
Obvoiusly these techniques
are the minimum, or thereabouts, that we should consider.
They are not the only
answer to controlling space
and hot water, and they can
be improved upon, to pro-

vide extra convenience to
the user.
They do represent however, fuel economy in usage
commensurate
with
a
reasonable investment cost
by the user.
We will look at other
techniques and improvements in future articles, and
particularly at the Pipework
rors
Erto avoid when fully
pumping installations.
Terry McQueen MBIM is
the Domestic Heating Division Sales Manager for
Scotland, Ireland and N. W.
England for Honeywell
Control Systems Ltd.

WHO REPRESENTS WHOM? 1981/82
The publishers of IRISH HEATING and VENTILATING NEWS are compiling a directory of manufacturers,
agents and distributors in the H & V trade. Its lists of suppliers of goods to the market in Ireland will
make this yearbook a valuable reference for merchants, contractors, consultants, architects and engineers
alike.

WHO REPRESENTS WHOM?
Irish Trade and Technical Publications Umited
5/7 Main Street. Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Phone: 885001.
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PROJECT PROFILE

Heat Pump The
Only Choice!
"When it came to heating
my home, there really was
no alternative to the heat
pump as far as I was
concerned". So said John
Freestone, an American
who settled in Dublin
eleven years ago, and
operates his company,
Blackrock Glass & Glazing
from premises adjacent to
his home. Coming from a
country where the heat
pump has been well known
and accepted for several
years as the cheapest form
of heating, to John the
choice was incredibly
simple.
The Freestones
purchased their picturesque
cottage some five years
ago and John then set
about extending it, doing
much of the work himself,
to add a lounge, kitchen,
additional bedroom and a
bathroom . The design of
the system was handled, by
Walker Air Conditioning
who specified a Carlyle
50DQ024 packaged heat
pump, with an 11 kW
electric heater battery for
supplementary heat. The
heat pump, with a nominal
heating capacity of 7 k W,
is installed at the back of
the house and underfloor
dueling distributes supply
air at the rate of 1000 cfm
(0.47m3/s) throughout the
house via strategically
located floor grilles.
Return air is taken back
through celing grilles to a
common return air duct
installed in the roof space.
As a further
demonstration that the
heat pump system presents
no mysteries, John
Freestone installed all the
ducting himself, using
fibreboard in place of
metal to further reduce
costs. As the system has
not been operating for a
full year, it is obviously
too early to determine how
great the savings in
running costs are over

conventional heating
systems, but the Freestones
are so confident that the
costs will be low, that
they not switch off the
heating at night. They
merely reduce the
temperature by about five
degrees, thereby keeping
their home warm the

best from the system, there
had to be a high level of
insulation and so all
outside walls have 4"
insulation, and all interior
walls have I".
A fresh air intake on the
cold air duct to the
machine provides all the
ventilation that is needed
in the summer.
'Unfortunately' says John
'I don't think that the
Irish weather is warm
enough to make air
·conditioning a necessity
for us during the summer,
but of course, we can
switch to coolingt if we are
lucky enough to neet it'.
Mrs. Freestone, a
prominent dog breeder, is
completely non-technical
but as a busy housewife
she is absolutely delighted
with the heating system.
'Because we never have to
open the windows, not
only do we get no traffic
noise, we get very little
dust, and as far as I am
concerned that's a very big
bonus'.
Walker Director,
Michael Buckley, is also
very pleased to be
associated with this
installation. 'It takes the
mystery out of the heat
pump and demonstrates
very clearly that this type
of system can save energy,
and therefore money in all
sorts of ordinary homes,
not only those
ultra-modern, architect
designed houses that
feature in the glossy
magazines.
'Of course, there has to
be a three phase electricity
supply, which involves
added expenditure at the
outset, but at the moment
we estimate a payback
period for John Freestone
of about six years.
Inevitably, fuel costs will
rise and reduce this period
• Picture shows the Carlyle SODQ024 packaged heat pump installed at
even further, making it a
John Freestone's house, in Dublin.
more attractive proposition
than ever'.
whole time. As the
bedrooms are located at
the extreme ends of the
house anyway, they are
slightly cooler than the rest
of the house.
As a man with an
engineering background,
John Freestone readily
appreciated that to get the
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Industrial Sector- Outlook
Not So Grim
Perhaps no other aspect of the heating trade
reflects the economic climate than the
industrial segment of the market. Despite the
level of unemployment and the grim economic
forecasts, there is still a reasonably healthy
level of foreign investment in Ireland. The
resultant construction activity generated is the
lifeline of the industrial segment, which is in a
reasonably healthy state, given the economic
scenario at present.
Limerick and Clare are particularly fortunate
in this respect having the Alcan and
Moneypoint ESB projects underway. The £500
million Alcan project has had enormous spinoff benefit for suppliers and contractors,
according to sources on the Shannon.
"In terms of the industrial segment of the
heating f rade at present, Limerick is going
through somewhat of a boom period. If
suppliers and contractors cannot get a slice of
a £500,000,000 project, then it's their own
fault. Equally, we have Wang, Verbatim and
other projects to keep the market viable. It has
been better in that sense than it has been for
many years", was the comment of one local
supplier.
For Clare, the Moneypoint project is of huge
significance. An estimated £40 million of local
goods and services will be used over the period
of construction, and while the ESB obviously
will have large input of own-sourced
equipment, there will still be considerable spinoff to contractors and equipment suppliers.
Despite the growth of the Cork region as the
main location for new electronics investment,
the benefits for the industry are more imagined
than real. Apart from input at construction
stage, the long term benefits will be marginal.
A leading supplier in Cork told us that there
was an appreciable slump in activity in the city
at present. "There is no major construction
project being undertaken in this area and
hasn't been since the Marino Point project for
NET. This is obviously hit.ting our activities and
also of course hitting badly the construction
industry as well. A cancellation by Schering
Plough, the American pharmaceuticals
corporation, of a £10 million expansion project
at their plant in Brinny, was a big
20
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disappointment for the trade here", he said.
However, he was optimistic that matters were
picking up and would improve.
Increased IDA activity has resulted in the
attraction of some major industrial projects for
the Cork area, which will commence
construction within the next year. Among
these are the Moog Inc. project for
Ringaskiddy, expansion of Apple Computers,
and the construction of SIFCO Industries
aerospace industry at Little Island. There are
others earmarked for Cork., which ought to
open up the market for the industrial section of
the heating business.
Natural Gas - Natural Justice?
To many in the Munster area natural gas is a
dirty word at the moment. It has taken 10
years from the time of discovery of the gas to
get to the present stage where the Cork Gas
Co are still not using natural gas but are
converting it into Towns or Manufactured gas.
Time is very short for Cork for as soon as the
pipeline starts to go to other areas in the
country opportunities will not be passed up as
easily as they have been in Cork and the
opportunity to be the forerunners of a natural
gas based industrial revolution will be
overtaken by progress in other areas. The heart
of the problem is the apparent dispute between
Cork Gas Co and An Bord Gais Eireann over
the price of natural gas being supplied to Cork
Gas and the reluctance of the Gas Co to invest
large sums in convertion and replacing of pipes
until a favourable price is set. This should not
be allowed to continue as the future industrial
progress of Cork city and area is now in the
balance. What has happened with Cork Gas Co
has added much weight to the ESB's argument
that the gas should be converted directly into
electricity and fed into the existing distribution
system and if difficulties as experienced in Cork
are encountered in other areas then the ESB
deserve to get what they are looking for. If on
the other hand things can be sorted out
between the two gas operations then the
heating industry as we know it today will have
a bright future in Munster and especially in
·
Cork.
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Water Cooling Towers lrom
Ireland's only Tower Manufacturer

-.

LARGE TWIN

ELL TOWER ON PROCESS PLANT AT
TIPPERARY CO·OP.

CARTER HALLIGAN
PARNELL STREET, BANDON, CO. CORK.
TEL: (023) 41972.

*MANUFACTURERS OF DUST AND FUME CONTROL PLANT.
*DISTRIBUTORS FOR IRELAND OF GORE-TEX® NON-BLINDING FILTER BAGS.
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- - - - - - - - - - R E G I O N A L REVIEW: M U N S T E R - - - - - - - - - - • The following is a review of just a few of the many companies in the
building services trade operating in the Munster area and looks at the
products manufactured or distributed ~Y these companies.

Euro Pumps
Euro Pumps see themselves as moving very nicely in the
market at present. In spite of the fact that the total market
is becoming depressed they feel their overall share has
increased and thus are reasonably happy that they are still
on the correct course.
Apart from consolidating their leading position in the
domestic market, they have become well known in the
mechanical services field with the complete range of
'Euramo' products including the larger 'C1000/C2000'
glandless circulators; the 'LRB/JRB' single and twin
glanded pump-sets and the 'PM' range of monobloc end
suction pumps.
Undoubtedly, the success that Euro Pumps are enjoying
is due in the main to the fact that the Euramo range is of
such high quality, which gives total reliability and superilent operation. A further contributing factor is that a
wide range of stocks are kept in both Cork and Dublin for
immediate off-the-shelf deliveries in most cases.
Euro Pumps Ltd. also act for Pressman (Pressurisation)
Ltd. who are manufacturers of the most comprehensive
range of pressurisation units for heating systems and
general purpose cold water boosting equipment in Europe.
These fully packaged sets are very competitively priced and
built to the highest specification and standard of finish
possible. Delivery periods on this equipment are very
favourable and can be programmed to meet almost any
requirements .
Zwicky Engineering Ltd. have recently appointed Euro
Pumps Ltd . as their sole stockist/distributor for the
complete range of Zwicky uniplex and biplex filters,
Zwicky controlled pressure reducing/regulating valves and
the complete range of viking rotary gear pumps.
For further details contact Don Lauhoff at Cork 43822.

Wilo
Wilo Engineering Co. are happy to announce the introduction of the new Wilo range of domestic central heating
circulating pumps to the Irish market. The pumps which
are manufactured in Limerick by Wilo have a much
improved performance over the old Wilo range. With the
aid of a large research and development department at
their parent company in Dortmund, West Germany, Wilo
in Ireland can stay ahead of the ever changing market
requirements both home and abroad. The Wilo domestic
range (the RS25 series) has three basic models. The
RS25/50 for low head system, the very popular RS25/60V
(variable speed) for standard domestic systems and the
RS25/70V (variable speed) for systems having larger flow
and head requirements in domestic systems. A big feature
of Wilo circulators for domestic use in the electric motor
used. This motor which is manufactured by Wilo in
Limerick has an extremely low power input requirement.
The RS25/60V for example has a power input on low
speed of 43 watts and an amazing input of only 77 watts on
high speed. Added to this are the larger port dimension
sizes thus eliminating hydraulic noise from the systems.
The pumps are available with either 130 mm or 180 mm

housing thus making them fully interchangeable with all
other pumps on the Irish market.
Wilo Engineering Co also market the very extensive
range or'.Wilo commercial and industrial pumps. This
range which runs from the 1 \1.1" RS30/80 having screwed
unions (BSP) through to the largest pumps in the range
having 125 mm flanges. Included in the range are the
RS30/80, RS40 and RS50 all of which are available with
either single phase or three phase motors . The Z series of
secondary water (bronze) pumps offering excellent value
for money. The Wilo range of mechanical seal pumps
offers either single-type inline pumps (IP range) or dualtype inline pumps. The dual-type (DP series) are perfect
for duties where a standby pump is required.
The Wilo Bloc pump is a close coupled end-suction
pump and is available in three different speeds depending
on flow and head requirements. The come available with a
variety of different type motors for various hazardous
working conditions. The Wilo Norm pump is also endsuction but has a flexible coupling between pump and
motor . The Norm pumps range can handle volume up to
500m3/hand heads of 100 metre.
For full details and literature please contact Wilo Engineering Co., Raheen Industrial Estate, Limerick, (Tel:
(061) 27566 (5 lines) Telex: 28202 El).

Carter-Hal ligan
The first Irish based water cooling tower manufacturer,
Carter-Halligan of Parnell Street, Bandon, Co. Cork is
preparing to double up on its present production capacity.
It was during September of 1980 that the IDA grant
aided factory started to turn out towers and, despite the
recession, the growth of the operation has been consider- ,
able.
Readers will remember the announcement in HVN of
the licence negotiated between Halligan Engineering and
Carter Industrial Products of Birmingham, England.
Managing Director, Vincent Halligan, after successful
negotiations were concluded with Carters, appointed
Vincent Flynn as General Manager and the successful
partnership that emerged is evidenced by the many tower
installations already carried out and the healthy condition
of the firm's order book.
Carter-Halligan are perhaps better known by the larger
tower users, particularly in the pharmaceutical and food
industries, but Vincent Flynn is quick to point out that

• Vincent Halligan, Managing
Director, Carter-Halligan.

• Vincent Flynn, General Manager, Carter-Halligan.
.
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they do make the smaller packaged towers for the
industrial and air conditioning markets.
In addition to producing towers, Carter-Halligan carry
out refurbishing of existing towers and, here again, the
larger users have used this useful local service more than
others.
Being located in Munster, particularly as Vincent
Halligan was and is well known in the steel fabrication
business in that province, has meant that more sales
emanate from there, but Vincent Flynn expects to make an
appointment soon in the Dublin area.
Dust Control
Some readers will be interested to know that the rather
unusual additional expertise which this expanding organisation has relates to dust and fume control.
There are, of course, companies in Ireland producing
cyclonic type dust collectors for applications such as
joiner's shops, the milling industry and the like, but, in the
main, collectors such as pulse jet fabric filters have been
imported either from the UK, Europe or the USA. CarterHall-igan have a comprehensive range of dust and fume
control equipment which, like their cooling towers, is
produced, under licence, from Carter Industrial Products.
With the ever increasing demand for a clean environment and high energy costs, Carter-Halligan design their
sysetms with both of these aspects in mind and, to complement this important part of the company's activities, they
are distributors for Ireland of Gore-Tex PTFE Membrane
Filter Bags. This unique material allows the filten;d air to
be re-circulated, thus reducing heating costs, particularly
when larger volumes are being handled.

Pioneer
The name Re-Verber-Ray is nothing new to the heating
industry as it has long been established as the market
leader of high intensity radiant heaters. The success of the
brand has been largely attributable to its advanced design
coupled with the 50% reduction in annual fuel costs
obtainable with the Radiant heating systems .
During the year however, Pioneer hopes to place major
emphasis on the new Re-Verber-Ray Radiant Tube Heater
MK II. This new heater will be marketed primarily as a
vented radiant system as opposed to the alternative high
intensity unvented system. This new heater faces an un-

SINK YOUR WATER
WORRIES BY
CONTACTING EPS
AND HAVE WATER
ON TAP-ALWAYS
We are th e people to give you
the c ontinuous water suppl y
need

Borehole and Shallow Well
Pumps Booster Systems
and Power Washers ex stock

,Robey Reliability
When reliability and quality are required Robey are chosen again and again.

.In--....._
y - ..ty...,.,.,
be met from - ......... stDclc ...........
~for

peclulgiMI

. . . . . . . C8ll

to

RODIV
A Newell Dunford Company

S.L. CQmbust1on Services Lta ..
Laherdane, Ballyvolane. Cork. Tel: Cprk 501411.
S.L. Combustion Services Ltd.,
158 Castlereagh Rd., Belfast BT5 5FT. Tel: Belfast 59282.
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Electrical & Pump Services will design the system or systems
specifically for you, efficiently and with due regard to that all. important factor- keen cost.
Our Group Water scheme system approved by Department of
Local Government.

Electrical & Pump Services' Ltd.
Head Office: Industrial Estate, Mallow, Co. Cork.
Telephone: (022) 21064.
Branches:
Ballyhaunls, Co. Mayo. Telephone: Ballyhaunis 226;
Mountrath, Co. Laols. Telephone: (0502) 32279.
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BE·VEBBEB·BAY
If you know about radiant heat already you know why the
RE·VERBER·RAY is the best RADIANT TUBE BEATER you can
buy.
Unique cast alloy burner/
exhaust assembly gives------super-silent operation •

,,'

,,,,
,,'

Well ventilatld exterior
case in safety orange
colour

''

'

Fully adjustable
support brackets
Easily removable reflector
secured by adjustable
screw fasteners

Vented Design*
Overhead Mounted*
No Wasted Heat'*
Automatic Control *

* 20-SOo/o Fuel Saving
*Gas Fired
* Instant Heat
* Healthy Heat

The Re-Verber-Ray range
of radiant gas heaters
A GUARANTEED IRISH PRODUCT
Manufactured by:

PIONEER RADIANT PRODUCTS UMITED
Kenmare, Co. Kerry, Ireland. Telephone: 064-41344. Telex: 28123.
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original MK 1 version. When we asked Pioneer's managing
director- John Sullivan, the reason for introducing a new
heater in view of the success of the original unit his answer
was simple "We have always led the market and we will
continue to do so, we have merely increased the gap a
little"
The standard unit comes with a rated input of 22 KW
(75,000) Btu and is available for either overhead or wall
mounting. A very impressive flueing system shows a great
deal of both creativeness and practicality in its design.

Coo lair
Air conditioning specialists Coolair Limited of Tallaght
and Cork are sole distributors in the Republic of Ireland
for the full range of Barber-Colman air conditioning
equipment and Daikin Heat Pump packaged air conditioners.
A recent addition to the Barber-Colman range is the
MPC-8901 Microprocessor Controller, which can be
programmed to automatically adjust a building's exact
needs and so reduce operating costs. Designed to provide
automatic starting and stopping of mechanical and HV AC
equipment, the new Controller has a 24-hour clock and 365
day calendar, understands long weekend and holiday
schedules and also caters for daily variations.
The MPC-8901 unit reduces KW demand and KWH
usage, provides a continuous power monitoring of building services and includes instrumentation to display such
data as time-of-day and day-of-year. It incorporates Solid

State electronics and four software programmes to achieve
maximum optimization of electrical and mechanical
systems.
The Microprocessor is part of a Barber-Colman range of
electronic building optimisation systems, which includes a
dual room temperature controller, an air-handling
equipment programmable controller and a chilled water
optimiser.
Variable air volume systems, developed by the BarberColman company are now becoming increasingly acceptable and are available in Ireland from Coolair Limited.
VA V systems are energy efficient, due primarily to their
"tailoring" of the air quantity to the actual cooling
requirements, so eliminating reheat and reducing both fan
energy and refrigeration load. VA V also allows 3.2 air
changes per hour as against 8 per hour with a constant
volume system and so improve occupant comfort.
Induction VA V combines the advantages of VA V supply
air to the induction terminal, which in turn induces and
mixes return air with the supply air to provide a greater air
quantity at a warmer temperature to the occupied spaces .
It is a system economical on first cost and operating cost
and is designed for people comfort rather than "to cool a
building''.
Other Barber-Colman products include a wide selection
of louvres, grilles, diffusers, dampers, panels, terminal
boxes and integrated ceiling systems to suit numerous
applications.
The Daikin range of heat pump packaged air conditioners has three model variations, comprising UH, FRY /CRY
and EFHY /ER Y model types and each using a 50 HZ
power supply. The UH model is designed to convert heat

r!!l
-THE INSTRUMENT PEOPLE

IO

INDUSTRIAL
INSTRUMENTS LTD
Kilcoolishal, Glanmire, Co. Cork.
Phone: 021-953224/822186 Telex: 32360

Full field, service and workshop facilities on all types of
instrumentation
TEMPERATURE, FLOW LEVEL, p/H CHLORINATION EQUIPMENT, AVO AND MEGGER

..
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Engineering Co.
Raheen
Industrial Estate,
L1mer1ck.
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from outdoor sources to warm air discharging to indoor
space. Conversely a reversible refrigeration cycle also
allows a cooling operation.
The FRY + CRY models are designed for heating and
cooling operations by a change over switch. The FRY units
are packaged floor standing types for indoor installation
and are matched to the CRY air cooled condenser units.
The EFHY unit is a ceiling mounted direct blow unit deal
for heating and cooling offices and shops with quiet
operation. It is linked with the ERY air cooled condenser
unit, designed for outdoor heat pump application. Coolair
Limited is also sole distributor for the Vequip range of air
handling units and Airedale air conditioning equipment.
Further information from Coolair Limited, 25
Cookstown Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Co. Dublin.
Telephone: 511244 or Mallow Rd., Cork, Tel: (021)
503630, telex: 6152.

Robey
The new range of Incendo boilers is an addition to the
existing comprehensive range of Lincoln boilers already
marketed by Robey of Lincoln which are suitable for firing
by the various types of fuel available. The Incendo boiler
has been introduced into the Robey range in order to cater
for an increasing market requirement for solid fuel fired
boilers and by its introduction now enables Robey to offer
its customers a wide choice of combustion equipment for
solid fuel.
The Robey Incendo has been developed in conjunction
with Greenforge Limited, and in the majority of cases, the
boilers will be available as packaged units although some
items of equipment may require re-fitting at site. These
boilers are of the three pass wet back design and will be
available for outputs from 5000 to 25,000.lbs. of steam/
hour, from and at 100 degs. C.
Robey boilers are available from S L Combustions Ltd.

Manutec
Manutec Ltd., a Limerick-based engineering services company recently announced its sole distributorship for all
Ireland of the prestigious U.S. manufactured range of

energy saving devices using the brand name Powerwatch.
Powerwatching is a microcomputer-based timing system
which will allow sophisticated energy management
programmes to be established showing savings of 10 to
300Jo on electricity bills.
It is capable of controlling up to 15 independent electrical circuits, each with multiple loads, and can be programmed for a year-long schedule.
Routine or special load schedules are entered through
the keyboard which is built into the face of the unit.
The system will accept up to nine start/stop operations
per circuit per day, plus nine duty cycle patterns per
circuit, and will also stage loads on sequentially whenever
schedules call for more than one load to start at the same
time.
An extra schedule programmes holidays, restoring the
system to normal operation as they end.
During the normal "on" time of a circuit, the load can
be cycled "on" and "off" for independent intervals
ranging from one minute to 12 hours, resulting in over
500,000 possible duty cycle patterns.
Manual override switches are provided. In the event of
total power failure, Powerwatch maintains time of day and
schedule data for a period of W days using battery backup. All control and panel wiring is low voltage 24Vac.
For further information contact: Mr. 1. Carney,
Manutec Ltd., Bank House, 106-108 O'Connell St.,
Limerick. Tel: (061) 47341 .

James Gleeson
James Gleeson & Co., are 50 years in the heating business,
and their range includes:
(a) Hoval industrial steel boilers from 500,000 to 20
million Btu/hr and dual fire domestic boilers suitable for
oil/gas and solid fuel, waste incineration systems with heat
recovery, calorifiers, pumps, controls and valves.
(b) Hogfors cast iron sectional boilers from 85,000 - 4
million Btu/hr.
(c) Weishaupt oil and gas burners.
Equipment installed throughout the country in schools,
offices, hotels, factories, private residences etc.
Sales and services offices in Limerick and Dublin .
Extensive stocks held at the Limerick stores.

BTU Captain's Golf Outing

• Pictured with John English (left) Lister Tubes, the sponsors for the
BTU Captain's golf outing at Clontarf are (centre) the overall winner
Brian Farrell and John Doyle.
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• Some of the prize winner and BTU golf committee at the Captain's
outing in Clontarf GC.
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COAL COMBUSTION
EQUIPMENT
In this article R. C. Huxford of the National Coal Board, U.K. looks at coal combustion equipment both conventional
and experimental, the article is based on a paper presented at the National Conference on Energy Use Management held
in Dublin earlier this year and extracts from 'Boiler House Design for Solid Fuel' by the N .C.B.
These are exciting days for solid fuel, and this is reflected in the greatly increased efforts by manufacturers- often
with encouragement from the NCB- to improve existing solid fuel equipment and/or introduce completely new types.
This process is of course characteristic of any healthy industry but it is particularly marked in relation to ours at the
present time because we do recognise that those who have become used to burning oil or gas may find it a little
discouraging to have to deal again with a fuel which is neither so consistent in its characteristics nor as easily handled.
Perhaps too much should not be made of this- after all, until the late SO's industrial consumers coped with solid fuel
very well indeed, but higher standards, higher efficiency and reduced labour costs are expected nowadays and wherever
there is scope for improvement we have made or are making the attempt to achieve it.
Looking at conventional equipment I
hould say at once that although the
work carried out by ourselves and
others on fluidised bed combustion
has been given massive publicity in recent years, we do not look upon socalled conventional equipment as
being obsolescent or inferior. Rather,
it is a case that the new equipment is
regarded as being an extension to the
range now available to consumers. It
is in fact heartening that conventional
equipment is now being made by newcomers to the solid fuel field, whilst
in other cases designs which have not
been marketing for some years are
again made available.
Gravity Feed Burners (Fig. 1)
For smaller plant these appliances
have been popular both as integral
units and as pre-burners. Limited in
the past to small grades of smokeless
fuel, there are now efforts being
made to adapt them to bituminous
coals and an experimental Suxe preburner has been operated at 9 million
Btu/h on high volatile fuel.
Underfeed Stokers (Fig. 2)
Also at the smaller end of the commercial/industrial range of equipment
the underfeed stoker continues to be
as popular as ever for burning bituminous singles. In this stoker combustion takes place at the surface of a
retort which is fed with fuel from a
hopper or bunker by means of a
rotating screw. Residual ash and
clinker gather round the edge of the
retort and are removed periodically
by hand. Underfeed stokers are available in sizes ranging up to about 3
megawatts (lOrn Btu/h). They are
particularly favoured for smaller
furnaces and boilers because of their

low capital and running costs. The
simplicity of the machine results in
maintenance costs being low and
maintenance work does not require
the use of skilled staff. Recently, a
self de-ashing unit has been developed, in which the retort firebed is discharged sideways on to a grate of
reciprocating bars. The action of
these bars discharges the ash automatically. Automatic ignition has
also been applied, based on air jets
heated by electric elements.
Coking Stoker (Fig. 3)
In this stoker a flat reciprocating ram
introduces coal into the furnace. The
fuel, singles or smalls, is first deposited on to a coking plate where the
volatile matter is partially distilled
and gasified to be burned subsequently as it passes over the firebed. As
fresh coal is introduced the coke mass

is forced off the plate on to the grate
below. This comprises a number of
fire bars which, again, are given a
short reciprocating movement. Under
the action of cams, the bars move
down the furnace together for about
75mm, then alternate bars or groups
of bars make the return movement,
followed a few seconds later by the
others. This causes the fire bed to
progress along the grate during the
combustion process and the ash
residue is discharged over the end of
the grate. The coking stoker is available in ratings from about 900 - 4,400
kW (3m - 15m Btu/h) and is widely
used for firing horizontal shell boilers. It has also been used on small
water tube boilers and kilns.
Recently reciprocating grate stokers have been developed for use on
small welded steel heating boilers.
One of these, the Proctor Minicoker

Flow pipe

Cone burner unit

to return

Air supplied by thermostat
controlled fan unit.

Fig 1. Gravityfeed earlymill burner in sectional boiler.
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is in most respects a smaller version
of the stoker already described. Built
on very compact lines, it includes a
rotary coal feed valve on the hopper
to prevent burning back. Automatic
ignition has been applied to this unit.
The other is the Escom stoker and
this departs from the usual coking
stoker design in having no coking
plate or ram. High intensity combustion is maintained under a refractory
arch and ahead of a refractory front.
Secondary air passes through the forward end of the bars to complete
combustion of volatiles.

,--~---------------~
C

Final 'burning off' zone

-------------~

j

Main combustion zone

Coal conveyed
by feed screw

Chain and Travelling Grate Stokers
(Fig. 4)

In chain and travelling grate stokers
fuel gravitates in a continuous uniform layer on to a moving grate
which carries it through the furnace,
finally discharging the residual ash
and clinker at the rear. The grat
structure is in the form of an endless
chain of links or bars. Control is by a
damper at the far inlet and both the
height of the guillotine door which
fixes the height of the fuel bed, and
the grate speed can be varied. Fully
automatic control is usually applied.
These stokers are produced in a wide
range of sizes from miniature units
suitable for sectional heating boilers
up to industrial and powe station
units for boilers with ratings of over
75 megawatts. Recent d~velopments
include the provision of automatic
ignition, based on air jets heated by
electric elements.

Fig 2. Combustion of coal by underfeed stoker.

Ignition arch

Bottom coking plate

Ignited fuel

Moving grate

Ash

Fig 3. Sectional view of coking stoker showing the structure of the fire
bed.
Guillotine door
Hopper

Ignited fuel

./ i u e l

Air duct______..\-

Ash

plate

Rear damper

Fig 4. Sectional view of chain grate stoker showing the form of the
fuel bed.
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Spreader Stoker (Fig. 5)
A spreader stoker is similar in construction to the chain or travelling grate
stoker but the grate movement is in
the opposite direction, that is,
towards the furnace front. The fuel is
sprinkled over the grate by a rotating
impeller, the fines being burnt in suspension while the larger pieces fall on
to the grate and form fire bed. This
form of combustion offers the important advantages of beign able to cope
with a wide range of fuels and also
sudden changes in fuel quality. It is
very flexible and responds to load
changes. The spreader stoker is very
suitable for water tube boilers and
only due to the mechanical strength
limitations of the grate components
that the upper limit on rating is about
80 megawatts (270m Btu/h).
Vekos Combustion System
This combustion system forms an integral part of the Parkinson Cowan
GWB Multifuel and Powermaster
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boiler ranges. These boilers are of the
packaged economic type and have
fixed grates comprising rows of
chrome iron firebars. The fuel,
washed singles, is taken to the crown
of the boiler, usually by a screw or
pneumatic conveyor, where it falls
down a drop tube leading to the furnace tube above the grate. The drop
tube also admits overfire secondary
air which passes with the fuel through
a distribution cone at the lower end of
the tube. This cone serves to spread
the fuel over the grate. At the outlet
of the second pass of smoke tubes a
grit arrestor collects unburned carbon
and other grit and dust and these
particles are re-injected into , the
furnace.
De-ashing is by hand and this
imposes a limit on the boiler rating
which can conveniently be worked.
owever, a self de-ashing grate is
tlnder development and, if successful,
it will further improve a unit which
has already proved extremely
popular.
Hamworthy Combustion System
This has attracted a lot of attention
recently. It offers a real possibility of
reducing total dependence on either
oil or gas on boilers fired by these
fuels. Briefly, it comprises an oil or
gas fired burner which at full load
never supplies less than 300Jo of the
output. The remaining 70% output
can be provided by a pulverised fuel
burner. Of course, pulverised coal is
more costly than an ordinary industrial grade, whether it is produced on
site or delivered from a central milling plant, but we are following proress with interest. Cer.tainly this
development comes closest to offering a substantial - if partial conversion to coal whilst utilising
existing boilers.
Fluidised Bed Combustion
Equipment
It is in the field of fluidised bed
combustion technology that most
effort and money have been expended
in recent years. The work has been
necessary because the system apparently offered considerable advantages
but the novelty of the process in relation to industrial applications meant
that the design data was lacking.
The basic concept is that coal is
supplied to a hot bed of particles, for
example, coal ·ash or silica sand, and
is fluidised by the upward passage of
a steam of air. Coal is supplied
continuously to the bed and the ash
remaining after combustion is remov-

. .__,.____ .,·----J:......
Fig 5. Spreader stoker with dumping gate.

ed continuously to keep the volume
constant. Because of rapid mixing
and the high rate of coal combustion,
the amount of unburnt material in the
bed is small; typically the bed will
contain 0.5-5% of coal. For satisfactory operation the bed is kept
below the temperature at which coal
ash begins to fuse or sinter; the bed is
therefore operated within the range
750-950°C, the temperature at which
a soft, fine ash is produced.
The special advantages of fluidised
bed systems can be summarised as:
(a) The high rate at which heat can
be transferred from the bed for steam
raising or other purposes enables
more compact boilers and furnaces to
be used.
(b) Because the concentration of
coal in the bed is small, combustion is
hardly affected by coal type, ash or
moisture contents. The burning coal
is surrounded by inert material, so
that there is no tendency for coal
particles to stick together. For the
same reason, coals of variable ash
and moisture contents do not upset
the process, in contrast to pulverised
fuel firing where coal of fairly uniform properties and ash content is
necessary.
(c) In contrast to pulverised fuel
firing, fluidised bed can use commercially available grades of coal without
further treatment, in this way saving
costs.
(d) At high temperature, small
amounts of certain salts are vapourised from coal ash; the higher the temperature, the more the amount

vapourised. Salts emitted from hot
ash in a boiler condense on steam or
water tubes, causing gradual fouling.
At a maximum of 950°C, the temperature in fluidised combustion is well
below that in other systems, for example, over l200°C in pulverised fuel
firing. Emission of deposit forming
materials is, therefore, much less than
in other boilers and tube fouling is
minimal.
(e) Particle velocities are well below
that at which steel is eroded by
impact; scouring by the moving
particles can be beneficial in preventing build up of deposits on pipes.
(0 The evenness of the fluidised
bed temperature enables automatic
control to be more precise than in
other coal burning sysems.
(g) More efficient methods of
generating electricity can be developed using coalfired gas turbines.
(h) The environmental contribution
of fluidised bed combustion is significant. Low operating temperature in
the bed helps to reduce control and
even eliminate emission.
In the application of fluidised
combustion to industrial boilers
attention has been given in particular
to coal grade and bed depth. Although there are advantages in using
crushed coal in fluidised bed
combustion for power stations,
industrial systems need to burn ordinary commercial grades of coal without further crushing and need to be
shallow to suit the more compact
boilers in this field.
IHVN, August 1981
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Trianco
Launch
New Oil
Boiler
Trianco Redfyre, have introduced a new highly efficient range of pressure jet
boilers which supersedes
their TRO range.
Designated the TRO
Mark II, the new Dobeta
approved models achieve
80o/o thermal efficiency
burning kerosene , with an
even higher efficiency using
gas oil.
There are six models
from 41,000 Btu/hr to
249,000 Btu/hr and the
range is doubled by the addition of fully-insulated
boilerhouse models to augment the white cased standard units.
All models feature a
plug-in multi-role programmer option, a plugged fifth
tapping facilitating the

• Lido - a new corner bath from Ideal-Standard.

installation of a circulating
pump within the casing
(white cased models only)
and are especially designed
for use with the Trianco
patented flue terminals
(four domestic models
only).
Trianco have obtained
the extra efficiency by
improved combustion techniques and all the boilers
feature the latest mark of

• TRO Mark 11 pressure jet boiler.
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Electro-Oil Inter oil burners. Extra-thick all-round
thermal and acoustic insulation material which even
covers the back of the boiler, reduces operating noise
to an absolute minimum.

New Corner
Bath from
Ideal
Lido is the name given by
Ideal-Standard to their new
corner bath. It has been designed by John Beauchamp,
the talented English designer who has already created
three highly successful
bath-tubs for the company
- Michelangelo, Brasilia
and Linda.
The new corner bath the first to be offered by
Ideal-Standard - is being
made at their Hull bath
facility and, will be marketed throughout Europe
under the same name.
The Lido, with each wall
side measuring 140cm and
with a height of floor to rim
of 55cm, has a spacious and
deep interior with a back
slope at the left and the taps
at the right. There is a
spacious seating area in the
corner, and the Lido's elegance is completed by an attractive acrylic panel.
Installation has been
facilitated by easy access to
the plumbing. Lido is avail-

able in Ideal-Standard's full
range of colours - Bermuda Blue, Indian Ivory,
Kashmir Beige, Sorrento
Blue, Bali Brown, Harvest,
Avocado, Pampas, Penthouse Red, as well as white
- to match their ranges of
wash basins, water-closets
and bidets.
Lido is included in the
bath-tubs to which IdealStandard have extended
their whirlpool feature as
an optional extra.
The whirlpool feature is
available on the four baths
in the full colour range
except Sorrento Blue and
Harvest. Further information from K M Reynolds Ltd .

Smoke
Detection
A new optical smoke detection unit which uses a reflected infra-red light beam
to detect the presence of
smoke in the air has been
introduced here t;,y Chubb
Fire Ireland .
Called the Mini Beam
Master, it consists of a wallmounted beam emitter and
reflector.
Between both units a
light sensitive to atmospheric changes caused by fire
is transmitted.
Simple to install and
maintain, it is available in
10m. and 25m . beam siz
the largest of which monitors up to 400 sq. metres.

Fan
Assisted
Flues
Flueboost and Flue Dilution fans have been developed by Aidelle Produces to
overcome the restrictions of
conventional flue systems.
Boilers no longer need to be
situated on an outside wall
and costly, long vertical
flue runs are unnecessary.
The units incorporate
powerful centrifugal ~mpell
ers to overcome high flue
resistanc;e and outside wind
34
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and carry a substantial
quantity of Rite-Vent products in stock.
Non stock items are
available on short delivery
time from the UK.

Electric
Pipe Bender

• Aidelle's flue boost fan (left) and GBDF flue dilution fan from McKenna (Ireland) Ltd.

ressure.
Flueboost provides the
draught necessary for correct combustion even when
the flue is horizontal, sloping downwards or contains
right-angle bends. A safety
switch ensures that, if for
any reason there is insufficient draught , the gas supply
to the appliance is switched
off.
The GBDF range of Flue
Dilution fans provide an excellent solution to the problem of handling combustion
products from gas burning
appliances. The waste products are mixed with a high
proportion of fresh air
from an outside source,
enabling the resulant mixure to be safely disch·arged
t low level.
From information from
McKenna (Ireland) Ltd.,
tel. 300977.

appliances and, is available
in stock sizes 14 ins to 24
ins, with larger sizes available on request. The construction is as follows:Inner liner - liner stainless
steel 304 S 16; Air cavity 12.5 mm; Inner-skin Galvanised steel; Insulation
- 63 .5 mm high grade
vermiculite; Outer casing Stucco-embossed aluminium.
A full range of fittings is
available and standard
lengths are 914 mm installed.
(2) Maxflow-gas Vent

Twin-Wall Flue with an
inner liner of aluminium, a
25.4 mm (1") air gap and
an outer case of Stucco
aluminium or galvanised
steel. Maxflow is available
in stock sizes 14" to 24"
with larger sizes available
on request. It is also available with a stainless steel
inner liner and a wide range
of fittings including Header
Tees for use in Modular
Boiler installations.
C & F of Mill Lane,
Palmerstown,
telephone
264898/264917 are the RiteVent Distributors in Ireland

4.

Flue
Economiser

New Range
from
Rite-Vent
Rite-Vent Limited have recently developed two new
products for the commercial and industrial heating
market.
(1) Model ICIC Threeskin insulated chimney:
This is suitable for use with
oil or solid fuel burning

New electrically powered
hydraulic pipe bender is
claimed five to six times
faster than any of the current manual versons.
Capacity of the type 2408
bender is from Vs" to 2"
(or with adaptors up to 4")
gas pipe dependent on the
accessories fitted and it is
available in three forms:
with a reinforced cheek, an
open cheek mounted on a
tripod, and with a sliding
cheek .
Simple assembly without
tools ensures the unit can be
quickly made ready for use
whatever size of pipe or
cheek configuration is
required. Safety is maintained by the components
locking together automatically as the load is applied.
Over-extension of the ram
is obviated by a relief valve
in the oil circuit, and a
built-in valve prevents loss
of oil due to changes in
atmospheric pressure.
Contact: Combex Eng!
Ltd., 'phone: 748371/2/3 /

• The Rite-Vent Triple Wall Chimney system which is suitable for oil
gas and solid fuel and can be used either internahy or externally.
'

Continuously nsmg fuel
prices should result in cutting energy consumption
and saving foreign currency.
Legislation and government demands may be
introduced to cut energy
consumption and this may
also be the case with regard
to efficiencies of heating
installations.
Dantherm has developed
a flue economiser complying with all demands!
Dantherm Flue Economiser is a tiny air heater with
·
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be used to ''tee'' into the
flow and return pipework
of an existing central heating circuit for the addition
of new radiators without
any draining down.
To fit the adjustable tap a
universal cutting tool is
used. No-nonsense installation is ensured by five hinge
pins positions which enable
exact matching of the tap to
each diameter of tubing.
When using the Adjustible (self-drilling) tap on
central heating systems
Salamander says that it is
important to remember two
essential features of the
product. The %" x Y2"
male hose union adaptor is
removable which makes
possible the use of a Yz " female BSP by 15mm capil ary connector for the flo
and return to any extra
radiators . Being adjustable
for 10, 12 and 15mm pipework also means that the
tap is suitable for small
bore and microbore system
applications.
Further
information
from: C H S Ireland Ltd.

through the flue economiser
on the outside of the heat
exchanger the heat is transferred from the flue gases to
the cold fresh air.
For further information
please contact: Blackenberg
Limited, Baldoyle Industrial Estate, Grange Road,
Baldoyle, Dublin 13 , (Tel:
3930711393126).

TimeSaving Tap

• The Dantherm flue economiser from Blackenberg Ltd .

its own heat exchanger, fan,
automatic controls, etc. It is
placed between the air heater and the chimney.
Dantherm Flue Economiser is made of corrosion
protected steel sheet, which
is resistant to the corrosive

flue gases.
In the economiser the
temperature is reduced to
about 180°C which is the
lowest practicable temperature - far below any legislation demands.
By blowing cool fresh air

Newly launched by Salamander (Engineering) Ltd .
is the adjustable self-drilling tap specifically for the
plumber / installer engaged
in plumbing-in washing
machines or adding radiators to existing central heating systems.
The adjustable tap is suitable for 10, 12 and 15 mm
diameter tube. In the "closed" position it can be fitted
in a matter of minutes without turning off the mains
water supply. Also, it can

the Evaporative
Cooling People

New! from Baltimore Aircoil1nt.
Corrosion Protecti
System

BALTIBOND

TM

FoRCED DRAFT)

BEST BY TEST
CORROSION
RESISTANCE

No failure after 6,000 hours of test
when immersed in 5% sodium
chloride salt spray solution

CHEMICAL
• RESISTANCE

No signs of chemical attack after
6,000 hours of immersion in acidic
(pH4) and alkaline (pH11 I water
solutions

•

ULTRAVIOLET
• RADIATION
RESISTANCE
THERMAL
SHOCK
RESISTANCE
ABRASION
• RESISTANCE

•

IMPACT
• RESISTANCE
• BALTIBOND

Not affected during 3,000 hours
continuous ultraviolet exposure
testing and equivalent of 60,000 hours
of normal sunlight radiation
Negative effect after samples cooled to
- 32°C were immersed in +B2•C water
No signs of wear due to erosion after
6,000 hours continuous high pressure
water jet spray
No cracking, chipping or loss of bonding
when Baltibond CPS subjected to direct
impact
The best corrosion protection system by
test without the high additional cost
premium of other systems

X-FLOW

27 MODELS

TowERS
5-500tons (10-2300 GPMI
Low energy consumption
Moving parts in dry air stream
BACross®wet deck surface
Baltibond™ Corrosion Protecting System

FXT)

HOT WATER IN

!
/

COOLING

'%
&'

AIR

TOWERS

PRINCIPLE OF
OPERATION

IN

/
ICOLD WATER OUT

Sole Representative for BAC in Southern Ireland

Heath vanSpall Associates limited
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DL'S ENERGY

lnternat.ional Coal Scene
At a recent conference, the
chairman of the Institute of
Industrial Research and Standards
stated that "Ireland's present
position is perilous if our energy
problems are not resolved. The
ability to manage our economy
effecitively would be put seriously in
uestion which would fundamentally
tlamage the prospects for a
sustainable growth and
employment". We also stated in our
last article that while the world
presently has an oil glut this is more
due to a recession than to
conservation. In fact, what the
world appears to have got is
breathing space. Even the
International Energy Agency is
with-holding judgement on the
present glut stating that "it will not
be clear for some time whether the
savings are of a permanent nature
or not". As against that, a group of
economists in the U.K. have
predicted another oil crisis within
1982/83 . If this is the case, prices of
crude oil will increase and will
ultimately be reflected at the petrol
umB- and industry. Figure I shows
oil increases over the past few years.
Is Ireland then the only country
facing the oil problem . Not so,
according to a recent EEC
document. This document state that
in Europe more than half the energy
consumed is imported although the
level of dependence varies from each
country. In 1979, Luxembourg
relied on imports for 990Jo of it's
energy, Ireland 81 OJo, whereas
Germany was only 60% and the
United Kingdom 17% . Of these
imports oil is about 51 OJo of total
primary energy consumption; coal
24%; natural gas 18%; nuclear and
other sources 7%. The EEC have
stated that the energy problem is a
key one to all industrial societies.
Without energy everything would
grind to a halt. The availability of
energy in sufficient quantities on a
sure and sound economic basis are

necessary preconditioned to any
economic and social goals. With
that in mind the European
Community has set specific
objectives for energy to 1990. These
are:- That the average ratio of the rate
of increase in energy consumption
to that of gross domestic products
should be 0.7 or less. The EEC have
commented that the results from
1973 to 1979 vary considerably.
They also stated that results were
less impressive particularly in
Ireland and Greece and for the U.K.
and Germany, France and
Denmark.
- They also stated that member
states should adapt comparable
overall programme within the
framework of a community energy
saving strategy .
- That oil consumption should be
put to around 40% of gross primary
energy consumption. Here it is
stated that Ireland intends to reduce
its oil from 74% to 65% of total
energy consumed by increasing the
use of coal.
- Solid fuels and nuclear energy
must cover 70% to 75% of total
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electricity generation. Some
countries have already passed this
threshold i.e. the U.K., Germany
and France but four countries,
Ireland being one of them are well
below the figure.
- The significant item beside
conservation within the EEC is for
diversification of energy sources.
Considerable emphasis regarding
diversification is the switch to coal.
This is what the EEC document had
to say: - "In the coal sector
internal community production is
only been maintained at high public
costs. Finance by the producer
countries and justified as much in
terms of security of supply as by
social and regional needs. Table 2
below shows in fact the costs
required.
On the consumption side the EEC
document states that , coal burning
is economically viable for a number
of industries. But conversion only
takes place as existing fuel or gas
equipment is replaced. It would be
desirable to speed this up . Finally,
turning to imports, which could
triple or even quadruple by the end
of the century, they state that
considerable investment is required
in infrastructures (ports and storage
facilities etc.) Therefore the
immediate outlook for coal supplies
look promising.
This has been the turning of the
wheel full circle. The world
economy was once based on coal
but since 1945 it became based on
oil and gas now it would appear it is
rapidly reverting to coal. The
implications are clear.
- World coal production will have
to be increased considerably in the
next twenty years if demand is to be
met.
- For the first time coal will have
to be shipped around the world in
vast quantities.
- Advances in mining technology
and coal appliance manufacturing
are expected to occur.
.
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The switch of. the world economy
to coal will have major implications
for international relations. Industry
world wide is phasing in coal to
replace oil. Research in the United
Kingdom which is perhaps the world
leader in coal application showed
that it can do everything oil can do,
it can be turned into petrol,
kerosene, petrol chemicals, e.g.
animal food. As these coal based
technologies are developed and they
become commercially viable
alternatives to the existing oil base
method, world demand for coal will
rise further. This can be envisaged
as becoming a significant factor in
perhaps ten to fifteen years time.
Even without this effect if history is
any guide coal prices will tend to
rise with oil prices.
Coal however, has one advantage
overall, in that it can be found for
the most part in political stable
countries of the world. The United
States has 240Jo of proven coal
reserves, China 15%, Russia 16%,
Australia 56Jo and South Africa 7%.
The United Kingdom has half the
EEC reserves of coal and with
present rate of consumption has
sufficient reserves to last for up to

fl

Table 2
State Aid to Community Coal Industries
in 1979

U.K.

U.K.

Belgium

France

Germany

1. Aid to current
production

196

208

334

716

(£/ tonne

1.6

34

18.7. 7)

2. Social Security
Aids

37

440

841

1,775

3. Other

19

0.5

55

881

TOTAL

251

648

1230

3283

(£/ tonne

2

106

66
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300 years. It is also expected that
some third world countries notably
Chile, Columbia, Indonesia, Zaire
may become prominent exporters
for coal. It is clear that recovering
coal reserves throughout the world
and many times those of oil and
natural gas and they could last for a
hundred years or more. However,
giving the lead times involved for

coal using and producing projects
there is a risk that the bulk of new
facilities needed to meet the requireo
acceleration and demand and trade
from 1985 ·onwards will not be
available on time. In our next article
we will look at Ireland, the problem
of switching to coal, and the
problem of the monopoly position
of COL.

YOU NAME IT! WE BURN IT!
Boilers
for
all types
of
fuels
e CRADLEY STEAMPACKET
BOILER

Cradley Boiler Company Limited
Cradley Heath
Warley, West Midlands 864 7AN

Telephone: Cradley Heath 66003
Telegrams: Cradboiler Warley Telex 337024

Irish Agent: G. W. MONSON & SON LTD.
18 Ballyblack Road, Newtownards, Co. Down. Phone: 812350.
8 Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2. Phone: 765627.
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PRODUCT REVIEW: AIR HANDLING UNITS

AHU Market -Future Uncertain
,,.

The last two or three years has se~n a gradual increase in the use of fan coil unit systems with standard or close controlled
packages which allow individual areas to be air conditioned and a swing away from the concept of central station
systems. These changes have come about more by the type of buildings and areas required to be air conditioned rather
than any technical development away from the central station system. From the users point of view the use of these, in
essence mini AHU's, allows considerable flexibility in the operation of the entire AC system and it also prevents long
periods of down time when there is fault in only one area.
As far as the economic future is concerned the Telephone Exchange business is nearing an end and although foreign
investment continues to come into the country through the IDA this seems also to be slowing down. So let us hope that
the recession will turn soon as the business may be faced with what other sectors of industry have had to suffer for the
last few years.
sure drop through each range which can be vertical vanised sheet metal, single
selected component and sel- or horizontally mounted panel or double skin consects the best available sup- and can be provided with truction with thermal insulply fan with the proper direct expansion cooling ation, stainless steel or
Selecting climate changer motor drive. It prints out coils, electric heater batteri- aluminium
construction .
AHU's is made easy by the the rpm, absorbed k W and es, filters and forward curv- The modular construction
Trane system.
fan efficiency, plus the ed contrifugal fans. Air vol- offers considerable flexibili This computer service is motor size and drive.
ume on the AJ range are ty in the selection of a
available through the local
The return fan, if requir- from 600 cfm to 4,600 cfm package suitable for specifTrane sales office via the ed, is selected based on the with external static pres- ic applications and also
General Electric Mark III specified air volume and sures up to 1.5 ins W.O.
keeps shipping costs to a
worldwide computer net- external static pressure .
Further along their range minimum thus making the
work.
Similar printouts are given. Westinghouse offer the Imaco one of the most
All you have to do is in- A fan performance allow- popular AY series, units competitive on the Irish
put your required summer ance is made when using which range in capacity market to-day.
and winter design condi- vertical and / or blow- from 1200 cfm to 110,000
Mixing box sections and
tions, including details of' through fan discharge con- cfm with external static dampers are constructed
cooling and heating, filtra- figuratons .
pressures to I 0 ins W.G. from galvanised sheet
tion, humidification, electA full range of acces- metal; the dampers are
·4. Sound Power Octave
rical characteristics and any Band Analysis . Printed out sories are available for the mounted in nylon bushes.
of 22 special feature re- at the fan inlet our outlet, complete A Y series includ- Dampers can be supplied
quirements . The computer as specified for your system ing external motors, face either with manual control
takes it from there and give acoustic design .
and by-pass sections, or with electric or pneumyou these items for your
5. Weight/Dimension / mixing boxes, dampers and atic servomotors.
design decisions .
Filter sections are fitted
Price Index . The operating a complete range of filters
I . Two Selections. A re- weight and overall dimen- and filter sections . For fur- with a large access door for
duced first cost (usually the sion are summarized for ther details of the full range ease of maintenance. Four
lowest cost) unit selection your equipment room of Westinghouse equipment standard types .of filter secwhich meets a specified planning . A price index can contact Reconair Ltd.
tions are available:
aximum coil face velocity be given for the total unit
High velocity filters ,
and all other specified per- and eacy component for
cleanable type.
formance .
requirements . your economic analysis .
Low velocity filters ,
2. A Psychrometric Analycleanable type.
sis of Your Performance
Bag filters for low,
Chryotemp
Engineering medium, high efficiency.
Requirements. Mixes the
specified outside air and reLtd., have recently announ- -Roll filters.
circulated air. Selects the
ced the introduction of a
Automatic roll filters are
lowest first cost combinatinew range of air handling also optionally available .
on of coils, humidifier, Westinghouse Air Conditi- units to the Irish market.
The coils are of the
fan(s) and special features oning International are the Manufactured by lmaco of continuous flat fin type
to meet your performance largest manufacturer of air Milan, these comprist< the with die formed spacing
requirements. Prints out the conditioning equipment in Series "ZS" single zone collars. Coils are tested hyleaving air temperature the world. They are repre- type and series "ZM" multi draulically at 25 kg/sq. em.
from each section (mixing sented in the Republic of zone type.
and the direct expansion
box, heating and cooling Ireland by Reconair Ltd. ,
The "ZS" and "ZM" coils are evacuated, charged
coils, humidifier and fan) of Coolock, who also boast modular central station air with nitrogen gas under
along with the air pressure the largest service back-up handling units are designed pressure and sealed. The
drop and other perform- to the air conditioning in- for commercial, industrial following types of coil are
dustry. Westinghouse air and residential use; these air available:
ance data for each.
3.
Supply and Return handling units are adapt- handlers can filter, wash, - Copper tube and alumiFan Performance Point. able for most types of appli- heat, cool, humidify and nium fins.
Based on the specified total cation and more versatile circulate air for specific - Copper tube and copper
supply air volume and ex- than any other.
applications.
fins.
The range which starts
ternal static pressure, the
All modular sections are - Copper tube and copper
computer adds the air pres- with the low volume AJ made of hot dipped gal- fins electrotinned.

Trane

Chryotemp

Reconair
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- Steel tube and aluminium fins.
- Steel tube and galvanised
steel fins.
Aluminium tube and
aluminium fins.
Three types of humidifying section are available as
standard:
Recirculating spray
humidifying sections complete with electric pumps.
The casing is constructed of
heavy gauge galvanised;
sections single or double
banks (air washers) with
self-cleaning plastic nozzles. Banks and basin are
protected with special bitumastic coating. The basin is
equipped with a float valve,
over-flow and drain plug.
- Non-recirculating humidifying section with brass
spray nozzles.
- Steam humidifying sections with brass nozzles.
Multizone sections and
dual duct sections are
capable of supplying heated
or cooled air simultaneously and independently to several zones. Multizone sections and dual duct sections
are provided with a large

access door; the sections are
internally insulated in fibre
glass.
Chryotemp believe that
the wide range of options
within the Imaco range will
satisfy the most demanding
applications. A spokesman
for Chryotemp told H&V
News that sales to date of
the Imaco range had surpassed all expectations and
that its exceptional price/
performance ratio was
causing quite a stir in the
market.

range consists of fourteen
models all with double skinned infill panels for better
thermal insulation and reduced noise break-out. Sections bolt easily together for
rapid site assembly and all
moving parts are isolated
from casings for increased
anti -vibration.
For situations where
space is limited or of irregular dimensions, Vequip air
handling equipment can be
assembled in fast build kit
form. Models from the
Vequip range of twin fan
extract units are specially
designed with a duplicate
stand-by fan system for use
in hospitals, hotels, factories and offices and are
constructed from corrosion
-proof steel for internal or
external mounting. The
Vequip air purification unit
is fitted with an activated
carbon filter to enable large
quantities of air to be recirculated and purified thus
increasing the efficiency
and reducing the running
costs of heating and air
conditioning installations.
The Vequip range supple-

Coolair
Air conditioning specialists
Coolair Limited of Tallaght
are sole distributors in the
Republic of Ireland for the
full range of Vequip air
handling equipment. Manufactured in the U.K., the
Vequip range ccmprises air
handling units in standard
and fast build form, twin
fan extractors and air
purification
equipment.
The Vequip air handling

9uote•r

ments the range of Daikin,
Airedale and Barber & Colman air conditioning equipment also distributed by
Coolair Limited.

Walker Air
The Carlyle 39 series air
handling units distributed
throughout Ireland by
Walker Air Conditioning
Ltd., comprise three ranges
capable of handling air
volumes ranging from 1,461
m3/hr to 101 ,930m3/hr.
At the lower end of the
scale is the 39B range.
Available in three single
zone, draw through sizes
with nominal capacities
ranging from 1,461m3/hr
to 6,370m3/hr, these un·
are suitable for either horizontal or vertical application, with or without bypass.
The most recent addition
to the Carlyle range of air
handling units is the new
39M series. These combine
the benefits of modular air
handling units with flexibi-

lAtACO

YOUR

PRICE/PERFORMANCE PARTNERSHIP
FOR

MODULAR CENTRAL STATION
AIR HANDLING UNITS
The "ZS" and "ZM" modular central station AHU's are
designed for commercial, industrial and residential use;
these air handlers can filter, wash, heat, cool, humidify and
circulate air for specific applications. All modular sections
are made of hot dipped galvanised sheet metal, single
panels or double skin construction with thermal insulation,
stainless steel or aluminium construction. All units are
suitable for outside installation or roof location.

Chryotemp Engineering Ltd
.
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Beechill, Clonskeagh, Dublin 4.
Tel. (01) 694300/695333
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BAHC0-1
Air Curtains · Air Handling Units · Air Pollution Control · Space Heaters
.AI.so (Bahco Tools Ltd) · Adjustable Wrenches · Screwdrivers · Spanners · Hydraulic Tools· Engineers' & Electronic Pliers

BAHCOVENTILATION liD BAHCO HOUSE .BEAUMONT ROAD BANBURY OXON OX16 7TB TELEPHONE: BANBURY 57461
Sole Irish Agents CLIMAVENT LTD. 29 North Brunswick Street, Dublin 7. Phone: 776615 Telex: 31718
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lity of system design previously only available in
built up systems.
The design philosophy
for the 39M has been to
provide maximum individual component efficiency
without surplus space requirements. This has been
achieved by offering nine
sizes of base components
(coils, filters, humidifiers,
mixing boxes, access sections), and 13 fan section
sizes producing a mix/
match facility of 25 possible
capacity combinations.
The 39M has an air
volume range of 3,500m3;
hr to 48,000m3/hr with forward curved or backward
inclined air foil fans, and
operating pressures up to
250mmwg.
Chilled water and refrigerant coils are available in
over 100 variations of row
fin spacing and circuiting
options to match job requirements.
Completing the series at
the larger end of the market
are two models from the
39E range with nominal
capacities ranging from

47,567m3/hr to 101,930m3
/hr. These modular central
station air handling units
are perfectly suited for
high-rise buildings, industrial plants, and shopping
malls using multi-zone,
double duct or single zone
constant and variable air
volume distribution systems. Modules are dimensionally uniform in each size
and have predrilled flanges
with identical hole locations, assuring complete
compatability between all
components.

Climavent
All Bahco's ABC air handling units are built up entirely from individual modules.
Each module is an entity in
itself, capable of performing its designed duty at
maximum efficiency. For
example, the fan unit, filter
section, and heater battery
are each quite separate sections and are put together
like red, yellow and green

building blocks . In all there
are more than twenty of
these modular sections in
the ABC range.
This makes for complete
flexibility of layout. Many
shapes are possible. Individual sections can be stacked
vertically or horizontally.
By using deflector sections
a U configuration is possible, so that the exhaust and
supply air connections are
adjacent to each other at
the same end of the unit. A
Bahco ABC ventilation unit
may be twisted through six
or seven different directions. In fact, the number
of permutations has not yet
been charted.
In practical terms,
Bahco's ABC can cope with
whatever restricted space is
available for a plant room.
There are now ten sizes of
ABC (sizes 0-9) giving a
choice of air flow from 0.25
m3fs (450 cfm) to 23 m3fs
(50,000 cfm). This means
that the ABC range will
provide a .complete air conditioning service for anything from the board room
to a huge factory complex.

The ABC also incorporates duty overlap . Adjacent
sizes overlap with one
another in the amount of
air they are capable of
shifting for any given
amount of time. This
ensures that the unit chosen
will neither be too big nor
too small for the intended
function. Thus, specifying
engineers and authorities
can be certain that there will
be a unit of the right size to
provide high operating
efficiency and economy for
every duty.
While all ABC sizes are
available in modular sections, it is possible to have a
fully assembled packaged
unit as an alternative. These
integrated units usually
comprise mixing dampers,
filters, heating"''<mil and f;>
ill the smaller sizes of AB ~
It is not surprising that
the ABC is described as an
air handling unit which
treats air with the respect it
deserves. Prices are competive and delivery normally
takes six to eight weeks.
Bahco equipment is available from Climavent Ltd.

Makes Air Behove

For Engineered Air Distribution

•

oo alri
AIR CONDITIONING/AIR DISTRIBUTION
25 COOKSTOWN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, TALLAGHT, CO. DUBLIN. TEL: 511244/511540 TELEX 31689
MALLOW ROAD, CORK. TEL: (021) 503630
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1/RDE R
THE TRANE TECHNOLOGY OF A LIFETIME
is compressed into these UNITARY air conditioners.
For nearly half a century TRANE engineers have demonstrated time
and again their technical ability to design and manufacture some of the world's
largest and most complex refrigeration and air conditioning machinery.

Now, TRANE has put this expertise
into it's 7 kW to 60 kW UNITARY range.
Absorption cold generator

Air cooled Centravac

Heat recovery reciprocating liquid chiller

Two stage centrifugal liquid chiller

For all airconditioning installers needing
7 kW to 60 kW equipment,
TRANE has a story worth listening to:
TRANE offers you, not only the experience and technical support you've
grown accustomed to expect, but also a wide range of products that should
meet nearly all your air-conditioning machinery requirements in the
7 kW to 60 kW UNITARY range.

Products
•

They are built in Europe (1)

•

With as far as possible Europea n parts.

•

They meet European codes
and English standards,

•

Designed on a modular concept, using common parts
wherever possible.

•

The design focu ses on weather
protection and aesthetic
appeal,

•

With the sound levels reduced
to an economic minimum.

Service

e
e

Most products are held in stock.
Deliveries can be made in the
shortest possible time to any
site in the country.

e

The products and parts are
guaranteed
·

•

8 offices in the U. K. and Eire,
are ready to give you every
technical assistance, one of
them near you.

( 1 except the Computor Room units which are
manufactured by TRANE, USA)
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A Total Capability in Residential,
Commercial and Industrial Heating Plant.
Representing exclusively in Ireland the
following.

Domestic: Duel fuel boilers
55,000 to 250,000 btu/
Industrial: 300,000 to 5 million btu
Also full range of Francia Hoval steel panel
radiators.
·

Hot water boilers
400,000 - 24 million
btu/h Steam Boilers
· 250 - 2.400 lbs/h
Combination boilers 250,000 - 2 million
btu/h

Space Heaters
150,000- 1%
million btu/h

"Rio" Domestic and
Commercial oil fired
boilers 60,000 - 604,000
- btu/h Rio Gas Boilers
(Atmospheric Type)
60,000 - 400,000 btu/h

Blown Gas
Burners
60,00024 million
btu/h

HEATING
PLANT
Oil Burners
60,000 - 24 million btu/h
Stainless steel
twin wall
. industrial
chimney .
systems from
5" up to 36"
I. D.

·G as fired overhead infra-red heaters 26,000
to 140,000 btu/h. LPG or towns gas.
Also solid fuel handling equipment. fluidised bed boilers and incineration.
HI;VAC LIMITED, LISTER COMPLEX, BALLYMOUNT ROAD, CLONDALKIN, CO. DUBLIN.
TELEPHONE: 519411.
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